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CHAPTfin I

INTRODUCTION

Accounting statements are the tangible product

of tho accounting process. The product is of no impor-

tance within itself; tho importance of accounting

statements is in the service they render to statement

users. The following paragraphs comprise a discussion

of accounting statements largely in terms of those who

read theia and the purposes for which they read them.

The most familiar accounting statements are the

balance sheet and the income statement. The number of

types of statements for internal users is almost end-

less. With certain practical limits, management may

prepare or have prepared any statement that may be use-

ful to them. The external users have a more limited

supply of statements, being limited largely to what is

known as the published financial statements. The pub-

lished financial statements are the representations of

management to outsiders. The published financial

statements usually oonsist of the balance sheet, the

income statement, and the analysis of owners' equity

(retained earnings, in the case of a corporation), but

- 1 -
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they may include other statements and details such as

the source and application of funds statement.

The users of accounting statements can be

divided, at least roughly, into two classes: internal

users and external users. The internal users of account-

ing statements are all those who participate in the man-

agement of the enterprise at any echelon. uxternal

users include investors (both present and prospective),

creditors (both present and prospective), social con-

trol agencies (such as governmental units), labor

unions, employees, consumers, and the general public.

Internal Use of Accounting statements

The internal users of accounting statements

are the various levels of management. Any given member

of management is concerned primarily with accounting

statements dealing with his area of responsibility

and over which he has authority.

The chief function of management is decision

making. Managerial decisions may be divided into three

areas: planning, controlling, and evaluating. Account-

ing statements are utilized in aiding management in

recognizing the need for decisions and in guiding

management in making the decisions in all three areas.

Planning the Future

The three areas of concern to management may

be thought of as a cycle. A discussion of the three

areas may be^in with any one. The planning area has
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been chosen because this would be the first area of

interest to the emne .oment of a newly or.^anizod or

•itity. After the onterpriso is underway,

plannin ', is of continuous concern to nana -onion t

.

I
express the view that accounting

deals only with past events. This concept of account in

would exclude from the realm of accounting statements

those dealing with the future, such as various types of

ts. Accounting as used in this study is Intended

to incLudo estimates of and prospects for the future

LI «S records of the past.

After an entity is underway it is at once in

the plannin » area, the controlling area, and the evalu-

atin •, area. Hie three areas may be thought of separately

in the sense that a member of management may direct his

attention toward only one area at a time. For example,

•nana-v'.non t may focus its attention on the plannin: area

as a new fiscal year approaches.

. Lans for the future are made after a careful

evaluation of the ,-a.t. wperience in the past may

serve as a guide to th«.: future. I rends may be indi-

cated, for example. iln' accounting statements for prior

accountin
.
periods are a major >ourc of information in

I
financial plans for subsequent periods. After

an entity bo ;ins business, plannin: requires an ('valu-

ation of the past as veil as a consideration of the

future

.
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Controlling the Present

Controlling the present Implies the carrying

out of plans made in the past. Controlling, as used

here, includes the concepts of coordinating and moti-

vating.

Management follows the activities of an entity

closely to see that there is compliance with the plans.

Timely cost accounting reports which can be compared

with the budgets are almost essential in this area.

Management may decide to alter plans even after an

accounting period has begun in order to control the

enterprise activities. Such changes may require spe-

cial studies and revised budgets. Interim accounting

statements such as the balance sheet, income statement,

and source and application of funds are useful. Such

interim statements provide management with information

concerning current status before it is too late to

make changes and corrections. It is probable that

these interim statements would do nothing more than

help point out a problem. Further analysis would be

necessary to learn details.

Evaluating the Past

Evaluation is tho process of determining what

has been accomplished and the implications of these

past accomplishments. An effective way to determine

what has been accomplished is to compare rosults with
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slice t, the income statement, and

other accouatin,", statements arc used by ma in

evaluating the pft«t.

. . > L ordinarily Infc i I In much

(•tail than the external .-.t.-u rs« External

usors look at the entity as a whole, while nan'

is interested in the constituent elements. For this

reason, eanageaent may require del >orts which

explain v. ctions of the general-purpose state-

or answer specific questions which arise.

.-.valuation of the past is a prerequisite for

and blends into the planning area. for the

i ktl ty operations, no area need

red the first area or the last area. Planning

itur , controlling the present, and OYaluatifl

past are segments of an 9 cycle of managerial

jnsibility.

..ardship

In a sense mana ;oraont uses the general*pur

statements for oil its

stewardship accounting responsibility to investors and

Ltor.s and in peri iblie-dutj roaponsl-

bility to Che .eneraL public. These evaluations of

ast are assumed to fulfill nan ' r ponsi«*

bility to outsiders. '" internal reporting has b

traditionally on toward historical stewardship
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aspects, while internal reporting has been much more

concerned with current and future events" (1, p. 521).

external Use of Accounting Statements

The external users compose a more heterogeneous

group than the internal users. Most external users

have one thing in common with each other; their primary

souroes of information concerning the financial affairs

of an entity are the published financial statements.

The term financial statements is less broad than the

term accounting statements. Financial statements are

defined by Sprouse and Moonitz as follows: " Financial

statements are those which purport to show financial

position and results of operations, including support-

ing schedules, elaborations of special aspects of

business activity, rearrangements of underlying data,

and supplementary statements" (2, p. 8).

borne external users have sources of information

in addition to tho published financial statements.

Creditors and potential creditors may require of manage-

ment more detailed information such as plans concerning

the future. Social agencies such as governmental units

can and do require large quantities and various types

of data. Labor unions may sometimes acquire additional

data. The investors and potential investors, as a

group, have few other sources of information. They

must rely, directly or indirectly, on published finan-

cial statements. As individuals, they may have an



inside track, but this is not considered a significant

exception.

An important purpose of accounting data is to

aid external users in making decisions. As the type

of decisions to be made varies with the user, each typo

of user Mill be discussed separately.

Investors and Prospective Investors

The general-purpose statements distributed to

investors and available to prospective investors are

prepared largely from the stewardship point of view.

Management has an obligation to investors and pro-

spective investors to provide information which will

serve as a basis for decisions as well as to fulfill

its stewardship responsibility. The Study Group on

Business Income says: "The annual financial state-

ments of corporations are primarily reports of steward-

ship, and the methods of presentation should be

determined with constant regard to that primary pur-

pose; but when corporations seek the advantage of

marketability for their securities they incur an

obligation of disclosuro to investors generally"

(3. P. 108).

The Investor must make certain decisions con-

cerning his investment. Should he retain or terminate

his investment in a given enterprise? If he terminates

his investment, should he invest in other entities?
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If he retains his investment, should he increase or

decrease it? These are some of the most important

decisions to be made.

The type of information used and needed by

investors is difficult to determine because investors'

motives are not easy to analyze. The investor may be

interested in dividends, appreciation, risk, and

diversity. Any given investor might assign different

weights to these various motives. Some investors may

be unable to analyze their motives. It is likely that

many investors have never tried to do so. Institu-

tional investors are likely to have more definite

motives than individual investors. Investors must

have rather clearly defined motives in order to use

financial statements effectively in the decision-

making process.

Once the investor has established his motives

for the investment he must determine how his invest-

ment measures up to the motives. This is best done

by comparing an investment with alternative invest-

ments. Also, a comparison of the financial statements

from year to year may indicate trends.

The potential investor faces essentially the

same decisions as a current investor. The main

difference is that comparison must bo made between

the present use of money and the prospective invest-

ment as well as between alternative Investments and uses.
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Creditors and Prospective Creditors

I i in the debtor's finan-

cial ability and willingness to repay debts.

wiliL i : factor is important but rot.' r lifficuit

to L-valuat.'. A debtor's reputation and his financial

sta( l s to his Vllllfl ness to repay debts.

fhc better off financially a debtor is, the Ml

i . i i n t ) t iy debts. It is generally assumed

that a d«btor is willing to repay debts if ho h

good reputfttlOfl an 1 i.-. financially a!>.

liters are seldom faced with the need to

make concerning current debt.. Fherfl is

usually nothing to do except wait for the maturity of

Li principle, or perhaps to collect interest payments

and installments on the prinoJ t are

not faced with decisions, creditors aro in in

i
' ability to repay debts. fhis will inv

short-run ability or Ion ;-run ability depcn;in ; ', <>n the

the loan period.

, i - financia nts aro-

used to help det. riLn I lir i's financial ability to

( . i tionship of current assets to

•n LlltJ Ll a uid<.. to short-run ability

i . be debtor's •erning pes »r end th?

of other lea -*
i r did ... -run

abiLity to repay debt.. -ncral-purpo sr f inane Lot
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statements are intended to present this type of infor-

mation.

There are times and situations which require

deoisions by creditors concerning outstanding debts.

The contract between the debtor and creditor may require

the debtor to perform specific acts. For example, he

may be required to place funds into a special sinking

fund for the retirement of the debt. The creditor wants

to know if the debtor is meeting such requirements.

There is the possibility that credit obligations

such as notes and bonds may be sold to others before

their maturity. The creditor does not necossarily hare

to hold an obligation until maturity. A decision may

be made at any time to terminate a given credit position,

There is the possibility that legal proceedings

may be necessary to collect a debt from a debtor. Some-

times a creditor will find it necessary to initiate

legal proceedings; even bankruptcy proceedings may be

necessary. The creditor needs to be in a position to

foresee the necessity of such proceedings.

For the prospective creditor or the creditor

v.hu La considering making additional loans to a debtor,

decisions must be made concerning whether or not to

mako a loan, what amount to loan, and what contractual

requirements are to be imposed upon the debtor. The

published financial statements of the debtor may be

helpful in making these decisions. More detail than
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is usually Included In the published financial state-

ments is desired by the prospective creditor. Addi-

tional information may be obtained through more detailed

statements or through personal interviews with the

debtor (or prospective debtor) or his representatives.

Information is also available from those who are already

familiar with the credit standing of the prospective

debtor.

Social Control Agencies

Social control agencies usually prescribe their

own form of accounting statements. These statements,

usually prepared by the entities themselves or their

agents, provide the basis for various types of taxes

and controls. The social control agencies also use

accounting statements in making decisions concerning

types of control, types and amounts of taxes, and means

of enforcing regulations.

Labor Unions

Labor unions are interested in ascertaining

the financial condition of the entities in which its

members are employed. The unions' main objectives are

to determine what benefits to ask for and to determine

a bargaining procedure.

Employees, consumers, and the general public

as a group have lass specific needs than other groups

of users. In general they are interested in products
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and services being sold at fair prices and factors of

production being paid fair prices.

Comparison of Internal and External Users

In the preceding paragraphs, many of the various

uses made of accounting statements by internal and

external users have been briefly summarized. For

internal users, the type of information and the quantity

of detail depends upon the level of responsibility and

authority. The lower levels require more detail than

higher levels. The published financial statements, or

"general purpose" financial statements, are not designed

to cover specific areas of responsibility and give the

amount of detail needed by lower levels of management.

Higher levels of management are more likely to

find the published financial statements useful. How-

ever, this is likely to be just a starting point for

analyzing the operations of an entity. It is likely

that top management does not desire details of every

item in the financial statements; only certain items

require more detail.

Moonitz emphasizes the different needs of

internal and external users in taking the position

that:

published financial statements (usually in the
form of annual report* to stockholders) should
be designed to inform all important nomnana ;orial
groups by presenting a report on management, not
for management. ... i»e can no longer, however,
operate on the assumption of a harmony of interests.
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that what io good reporting for investors is also
good reporting for management, and vice-versa. . . .

The investor is interested in results, not in
methods of decision-making by management (U, p. 179).

Investors, creditors, and other external users

need information about the plans and accomplishments

of management in order to make the best decisions. The

needs of management, in general, differ from the exter-

nal users. Of course, various levels of management

need information on the effectiveness of lower levels

over which they have responsibility. Management needs

information for planning, control, and evaluating.

This requires much more information than that contained

in the published financial statements.

Purpose

The significance of accounting is reflected by

the use made of accounting statements and other account-

ing information by those internal and external to the

entity. These users and their general needs have been

presented.

The ways in which accounting statements are

used and the reasons for their use are not definite.

This has been the subject of some recent research, and

it is likely that even more research will be conducted

in this area in the near future. Although some of this

research utilizes the deductive approach, the empirical

approach is more common. It is assumed in this study

that accounting statements are read and that the
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readers utilize the information for the decision-making

process. "it is avidont that accounting measurements

do represent information for decision-makers and since

decision-makers do read accounting reports, the Impli-

cation is strong that accounting measurements must

hare sjjeclfio behavioral implications, not mere general

tendencies in the long run" (5» P. 212).

Assuming the basic needs of those who use

accounting information, this \*riter feols that the

basic problem in accounting is the method of measure-

ment to be used. For example, investors may wish to

know the amount of income earned over a given period

of time. Various amounts of Income would be determined,

depending upon the method used to measure income as

several methods are available.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze and

compare the most prominent of the measurement methods,

or bases. The measurement bases chosen for inclusion

are historical cost, current cost, net realizable

value, and discounted cash flow.

Tho writer hopes that this study will provide

the reader with:

1. An understanding of the major measurement

(valuation) bases by explaining each, explain-

ing and comparing the different interpretations

for eaoh.
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2. A demonstration of the likely effect of each

of the bases on tho measurement of financial

position and periodic income.

Scopo

This study is prepared largely from the point

of view of business enterprises, i. «., enterprises

organized for profit. This is not to say that it has

no application to entities such as hospitals, charitable

organizations, and municipalities, but that the emphasis

is on business enterprises.

~ne of the most important concepts underlying

accounting Ml practiced today is original cost, or

historical cost. This concept is generally accepted

in the determination of periodic income. The use of

this concept may have certain weaknesses. It may result

in asset values on the balance sheet which do not

reflect the worth of the assets. If asset value

increases or decreases are sometimes not recognized,

gains or losses occur which may not appear on the

income statemont. Revenue may be thought of as being

earned throughout the production and selling prooess

or throughout the selling and rendering of services,

u/hon the historical cost concept is used, revenue is

not usually recognized in the accounting records until

a specific event such as a sale takes place. These

weaknesses may be used as the basis for the suggestion
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that •
' rnetlTC .. o !.'i historical cost

>t which would bo mor>- u-j-ful. Fho .-lajor portion

of fchlfl study is a discussion of these alternativos.

taur tit I r i - .
i

-

fcanee and application to accounting are llscussed in

j t« It is emphasised that account in

ureaent

.

a discussion of th it y

generally urenent concept—historical cost.

;•
I

• r ' Intention si t of the

historical cost cone with a related eonoept,

the r I, en tl ocounttn I nts

and especially on the income statement . denesses

air^ a i red 1 Ln I L in ord r

1 for alternativ i tent o >ne I .

r IV is a discussion of current eos .

Current cost la a nam ;y tiiis writer fee »n«

pass sereral eonoepts which include market rain ,

; unity cost, and replacement cost, ail the one its

in t;ii area are dlTlded into two categories which .i

disco . i BUt \TJ inciudos all current

costs which wou i .1 Lnelude production Income before a

ilaooi chile she other category sxoludes such

ourr ;n( c I

i variations of what

writer refers to as ourrent eost thor rs alae
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reflations of 1 t r ;«
I . Chapter

ts a lOneeptS.

ioun1 e ih flov oont

in Chapter VI. i'.ii ; ma/ be rtf«n ' conoralc

Lneon .

orison if

r nted Ln that ehnpt r

r n t. base (or bases) pr trior

.
• rhus, each of the four neesure-

ent eono i I if the

other tor oonoepts,

i oenoluslons constitute Chapter

V t I .

Method

Ll study is based on library research and

logical analysis. • i.ricaL study has been utilised,

hxten^iv. --viricai research would be necessary to

determine how accountin statements are actually used,

the r Linnc placed upon them, the chc»
i \ \

I by

statement users, and the measurement methods whico

i hi to ssers. for lack of such research,

rit r r. Li .-> upon his own assumptions and l'u

.iich have been nado by other writ
|
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MSASURBN£ffT EH ACGO0ITIIG

Introduction

Measurement was at one time closely bound to

mathematics. It is perhaps difficult to say whether

measurement had its beginning in mathematics or mathe-

matics had its be^innin^ in measurement. -hole-number

arithmetic and scales of numerosity (called number in,",

in common usa^e ) ^rew up together. "The numerosity

of collections of objects . . . constitutes the oldest

and one of the most basic scales of measurement"

(6, pp. 19-20).

The idea that measurement theory applies to

accounting is not new. Accounting has always been

concerned with measurement just as it has been con-

cerned with arithmetic. There has been an increased

emphasis recently in the application of measurement

theory to the social sciences which include account-

ing.

The first part of this chapter is a discussion

of measurement theory. Types of scales and kinds of

measurement are included. The application of

- , ,
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measurement theory to accounting is discussed in the

second half of this chapter.

The Mature of Measurement

In common usage the terms "measurement" and

"measure" have a multitude of meanings. As used in

this paper the terms have much more narrow meanings

than in common usage. Several definitions of measure-

ment as used here are civon in the following paragraph.

. itovens, one of the leaders in the field

of modern measurement theory, defines measurement as

"the assignment of numerals to objects or events

according to rule--any rule" (6, p. 19). B« Uussell,

another authority on the subject, /ives this defini-

tion: "Measurement of magnitudes is, in its most

general sense, any method by which a unique and recip-

rocal correspondence is established between all or

some of the magnitudes of a kind and all or some of

the numbers, integral, rational, or real as the case

may be" (7, p. 176, quoted in 8, p. 13). N. R. Gamp-

bell gives a definition very similar to that t;iven by

Uussell. Measurement is "the assignment of numerals

to represent properties of material systems other than

number, in virtue of the laws governing these properties'

(9, quoted in d, p. 13)

.

nrren S. Tor^erson points out that, thou

there are slight differences in these definitions, all

three deal with the same general problem concernin
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"the process and rationale involved in the construction

of i scale or measuring device and the properties that

can be ascribed to it" (8, p. 13). In common usage

measurement usually refers to the application of a

scale; in this pap«-.-r measurement refers to the con-

struction of a scale. ".Measurement as used here refers

to the process by which tho yardstick is doveloped, and

not to its use once it has been established ..."

(G, p. it).

According to Tor^erson, an object is not

measured; properties of an object are measured. ( " ^ro-

portii.s are •essentially t?7C cliservablc aspects ->r

characteristics of the empirical world" [S t p. 9j . )

The definitions of Sussell and Campbell (;i.vcn above

indicate that properties are measured rather than

objects. Stevens' definition indicates that objects

themselves can be measured.

itevons considers his definition to be less

restrictive. "-icatric blT* definitions of measurement

have toppled as the practice of measurement, outrunning

legislation, has forced us to broaden and generalise

our conceptions" (6, p. 18). Stevens considers his

definition "liberal and open-handed" and realizes it

is unacceptable to some (6, p. IB). His definition

includes more classification as a form of measurement.



Type.--, of icfllos

I Las reqa Li kn I .i-

tnrnt of numerals to represent the proper! L . >ne-

t >-on r Latlonsbip must exist between the quantiti

of the pro rtl on I khl number system. foe number

system ui 'd must have tha fellowin features!

1. Ordered numbers,

2. Tdorod differences between numbers,

3. origin, 'zero."

These thr f -atures may be called order, distance, and

origin | , pp. l^-i;3).

i numbers are assigned to objects "so that

i tlona between the numbers reflect the relations

n the obj cts themselves with respect to

rtjr" (tf)» a seal.; of aeaaarenent baa been estab-

lished.

)f the fehrea characteristics li3ted a

:, Listener , and origin), only order is necessarily

involved in the usual Mania >f mi »t. rha

two characteristics may or may not be involved in a

.iv>n m.asur-n.nl. If a sea. necessarily Invo .

r bat nay or nay not involv distance | In,

i ubinations of thos I

charact'-ris t ics as presented in Table 1 (8 a p. i.6).

rder is J I rlinai .seal-- "so tnat

rder >f she naasbera sai i to 1
i

order of

magnitude of the instances" (ti, p. 16). i val
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scale has the feature of the ordinal scale with an

added feature of a meaningful size of the distance

between pairs of numbers. An interval scale with a

natural origin is colled a ratio scale (8 ( p. 16).

TABLE l

FOUR TYi-! I If -v

No Natural Jri in Natural irigin

le i ii stance

-j c e

ordinal
.Scale

Lit rval
Scale

Ordinal Scale
. itb Natural
r 1 in

Ratio
Scale

Stevens adds to these conventional scales a

lower scale which ho calls the nominal scale (see

,t> v ns' table on the following page—Table 2)

(it,
k >, 25). "An array of categories or classes made

distinct through the label of numerals is considered

to be the natural basis of measurement and is called

the nominal scale.'' (10, p. 58). The ordinal scale

is next in hierarchy. It 'consists of classes-

characterized by numerals—which are subject to order

rank in conformity with the numerals assigned"

(10, p. 5y ) . Iho next seal,, the interval scale,

enforces regularity of class-interval. rhe last

scale, the ratio scaie, requires a zero-point that

is not arbitrarily etiosen but civen somehow beyond

m.iri' eon v. 'i Lion" (10, P. 5'J i .
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IEMT*

ttesic empirical Mathematical Typical
Operations tructur; -.sample:

Determination
of equality

rainatlon
of greater or

Interval determination
of the

lalltjr if

intervals or
of differences

.iatio determine tion
of the
equality
of ratios

Permutation
-roup
c' = f(x)
where f(x)
raoans any
one-to-one
substitution

Isotonic group
x 1 - f(x)
..here t{x)
means any
increasing
monotonic
function

Linear or
affine group

1 * m t b
ft > Q

Similarity

X* » ex
C >

"Numbering" of
football. plftjr«rs
Assignment of type
or model numbers
to cLassos

Hardness of
hi rals
it i >t numbers
trades of leather,
Ltuaber ( wool, etc.
Intelligence test
raw scores

.. rature
( Fahrenheit

position
(calendar

)

n rgy
(potential

)

Intelligence
i.

scores" (?/

Numerosity
Lea ( •, lensltj,
i.ork, time
interval, 3tc.
Temperature

inc or
Kelvin)
Lou;'nc if ( I ones )

Brightness (brils)

* Measurement is the assignment of numerals to events or
objects according to rule. The rules for four kinds of
scales are tabulated above. The basic operations n- ;dod
to croat- a ivon scale are all those listed in the second
column, down to and Including the operation listed op >o-

sit<: MM ocalo. Phc third column gives th >th•— tlOftl

transformations that leave the scale form Invariant. Any
numeral I on a scale can be replaced by another numeral
x' t where x' is the function of x listed in column 3.
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seals involve the assignment of

nu » ra] fco '
. at 11 f rather than to the pro-

klea of tide object. This would not be considered

measurement et all by somr definitions such as the

conventional definitions ."ivun by Russell and Campbell.

Thus, StOYOns considers B»rs classification a? rneo

ment while some authorities would not (8, p, '.,- ; .

t v ia also lnaludi - samples in the

otlier sc?Tas Mhlo l
'/ not, by definition, be con-

sidered nt by Russell and Campbell. Bs

inclu'i:; street numbers as an example of the ordinal

scale, position as an ssample of the Interval soale,

and numerealty as an example of the ratio scale.

leea not recognise an ordinal ^caie

rlth a na . Vutherltle i other than Stevens

and T.irRcrson present Still noro variations in .scales.

taoh of 3toYens' scales aft>r the first "grows

out of the preceding on: by introducing an additional

property or condition, fehua ra itrictin;"; it^- application

to a .smaller but more specific area than that of the

i't o (10, p. 5n ) . The classification of

icalea i >i how much information is represented

by L.. ...-,. , . Th'? amount of freedom in

assigning numbers decreases a i ens ,cos down the scab)-

Slther StoTens* or bhs conventional scales.
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. irul -» of Iasjf. .< nl

• l
|

"amounts to a ration of the sorts at Moaning

attributed in jnrtLcuiar scale to those characteris-

tic, of >h1. r, distance, and origin that ar | nt d

>, 21). rorgoraon iv wnys in which t.i

Steristioa aight obtain meaning:

i. through Lava rolatin r rty to other

i r I i ,--.' r I v ieaaure*eats«

2. y arbitrary defiaition—fiat a

3. Through natural laws re loting various quantities

of aha construct to each ether—fun la.iien tai

r i
: \ i, pp. 2i-22) .

fhere is no necessary relationship beta R i

o f s c i Lads of mmri tent • »artieular aoal a

r hi nt is not limited to any particular kinl

af i asm i nt ( d, p. 22 )

.

v i w has
|

i tha t I Lga sen t >f

rals to objects other than by tha ,>rec i

involv.-d in funda-iu nta L ai is not

aeasaresMat at ail" (6, p. 22). 3t i r

with this and fool tlia t * toi i in it ton is

I i 1 1 i ic l y fiat laurea its.
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Definitions of Accounting

Accounting, by definition, is concerned with

measurement. It is generally accepted that financial

data is the subject of the measurement process.

'Accounting is a discipline concerned with

the quantitative description and projection of the

income circulation and of wealth aggregates by means

of a method based on the following set of basic

assumptions: monetary values, time intervals, struc-

ture, duality, a
:
-gr ga tion, economic objects, inequity

of monetary claims, economic agents, entities, eco-

nomic transactions, valuation, realization, classifi-

cation, data input, duration, extension, materiality,

and allocation" (10, p. 19). quantitative description,

as used in this definition, implies measurement.

Accounting is tho art of measuring and communi-
cating financial inf orraation. This statement is
not shocking or even surprising, yet the acknow-
ledgement that accounting is.; concerned ivith
measurement is the first necessary step towards

aited revolution in acconn fclltg* Thlt
revolution is not restricted to accounting; it
has already taken place in other disci;, i ino whore
measurement is crucial. For example, the classi-
cal concepts of MtrarMMilt in phy.iic.-. and psjeho-
logy have already undergone drastic changes. It
it tian for restrictive definitions of measurement
in accounting to topplo (11, p. 501).

Accounting might even be consil, r J a theory

of measurement: "iinco th main functions of account-

in;, are classification and evaluation, the thought of
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inter i I Li ft ry of et I nu nt is

not farf • < ehe.d and souui 1

: plaaalble" ( . .

roaeatatlva dofinltlana of account-

O ! l.o 'Ue MCaiiUl -
' ,.'i:Ct.

Importance of Hoiwtftt in Accountin

g

^ai.ileo deinonstrnti d "that quantification is

the best and most accurate uay to aeqttlr* empirical

knowlfidpe." Me indicated tho maxim in this proverb:

"Measure all that is measurable and attaapt to make

measurable that which la not yet so" (10, pp. jjU- ^»j5 } .

"The basis of Eccountinp is racasur> -iPiit" (i2,

p. ix). The purpose of accounting is to measure, ;r

parhapi tha purpose of accountin; could b* beti

expressed as: to measure financial data. Financial

data nay be arranged in the form of financial state-

ments. Thus, the two primary financial tat I ncnts

measure financial position and the results of operation;

other financial statements measure changes in retained

earnings, the flow of working capital, and the flow

of cash. Accounting may also be used to measure finan-

cial data such as the cost of products, variations

otual and standard costs of products, and

the dlffaraaaaa in costs and rov>_nues between alter-

natives.

• troment la concern:" J. with the quantitative

ita af >bj 'ct radltlan, at Leo.it, accountin,:

is concerned ttlth the quantitative aapaata of objects.
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Btin I aid l e ' ; th »tli >r

* '•

.ind

contingencies which do not Iwi ton

aantltatlve aspects of objects, I heart attack suf-

fered by the president of a business corporation nay

be of more interest to the stockholders than much of

the data that is reported— the amount of goodwill car-

ried on the books, fey . Traditionally, goodwill

oarrled <>n the corporation's books la reported on the

balance shfcBtj a heart attack suffered by The president

is not BJOittieaee! in the financial statements. It tnay

bo argued that the r said nt's heart Bttaoic Will he

reflected in th financial statements in the future

by moans of redtteed profitability t but ther is I time

Las;, there are those who argue, or at. t,

the possibility of extending accounting to nonquanti-

tativo aspects of objects.

The requirement that eeaaureatent be "in terms of
on v • ', Leminatlng the notion- of

• ptifieant nanner" and "events, " fhen an evont
impact may be highly significant for

t'-i financial (or ether) velfars ?f an jntity, the
i ,

., |.q r iesrd it or not in tUtttlng
rooorda tde an the basis if ihetfc r it can

>re* >d in terms of money; aonaequently tveata
)" - trivial nature are reoorded vhl i loatentous
occurrence:- whieh arr; quantifiable but to which a

dollar value sennet ho attaohod**e #g#tf doubling
share af aarket, number of lost sales*«er non-
quantifiable events, such as the choice of a ne*t
resident, are effectively ignored (13, p. ?.'•)).

By tradition, accounting has confined it*

quantitative lUTOU t 1 \y to monetary tor

Measurement of other quantitative aspects of objects.
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such . ./sicai units of production durin,; a r;iven

month, is within the range of accounting, but such

measurement; b*a not gained the status of measurement

in monetary terms.

Basic structure of the ijusiness

ni*i following structure of the business inuasuru-

process has be.;n suggested by i'aui Kircher:

1. D B termination of the objectives of the business
ontity--tha purpose which is to be served in a
particular situation.

2. Determination of the types of factors which
«.ii .Lit si.-rv . to attain the objective.

3. Selection of the key aspects of the factors—
the aspect:; v.'hich are to be measured.

k. Choice of:

(a) a measuring method;

(b,1 a measuring unit.

5. Application of the measuring unit to the object
to bo measured-- the central action of uwusur. r

fit.

6. Analysis of the measurtment—rfclating it to
tli r MMItr«NStl (otiiur in time or in iiind I

.

7. Evaluating the effectiveness of the measurement
by de tcr.nining the extent to k'hich it assisted
in the attainment of the objective (lU, p. 68).

"A central problem we face is to define the

prop«rtl*a of e. business (or 'attributes,' as some have

cellod them) that accounting should seek to measure''

(15, p« 257). Tn© first three components of the

structure ar. important but not included within the

main purpose of this paper. The profit motive is usually
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U ' to be the primary purpose of business enterprise.

Entities other thRn business entities have other objec-

tives

The main purpose of business firms is to
increase the economic resources under their control
through their activities. , v. n though business
firms have many other objectives, their success or
failure is primarily evaluated on the basis of the
increase or decrease in the economic resources over
which they have control (16, p. 151>.

ihe subduals of business enterprise have been

^iven more attention in recent years than before. Sub-

goals may include importance in industry, growth, cash

flows, easterner goodwill, and public service. It is

difficult to measure subgoals. "in most cases our

ability to isolate? specific benefits from a general

system is inadequate and we are simply not ablo to

generate enough information for meaningful measure-

ments" (I7» P« 2k), Therefore, the assumption is made

in this paper that accounting is primarily concerned

with the measurement of profit.

The selling of products and the rendering of

services c\ro usually considered to bo the means of

obtaining the objectives. The financial aspeots of

rendering services and selling products are the key

aspects to b=» measured. "Accounting measurement is

primarily concerned with the measurement of assets and

income " (Li, p. 1.51 ) . As has already been suggested,

there are accountants who suggest the extontion of

measurement to aspects other than financial aspects.
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. . d i.ljctr. ;»ion vf 1,1 is point la n t < vlthln the

scope of odj .

juntants cannot always measure what they

want to ukasurt', U '
| al of a business

enteral-!:.*- is to ir.a,vo a profit, t.ccoiintin,, should

measure the amount of profit. There is no perfect way

to BOOOUro profit* "lha accountant ' l approach to this

problem is, to substitute BOttOthing that can bo measured

for the khlnga HO would Lilto to measure if we were more

competent" (19, p. 9'-*). This is rtforrod to as usin,;

surrogates, or substitutes. "icuotintin- data as I

as other types of business information are surrogates

which the doolslon-aoiror us-^s to carry out the decision

process' (20, p. 192).

Tho basic Oioosiiroaoat task of accounting is the

selection of a OOOOttrlng MOttkOd and a iioasurin.: unit.

The raiasurin.i unit is the lan^ua go in Mhloh the results

•nay be expressed. file choice of a language is one of

the decisions a noasurer must maixo. "Tho lOOavror oust

1. -v. Ljj a ian.'ua ;j which adequate -y OOOflROliOOtOfl to

rson what the -isor .nust Jo to utilize the

i. if or.nation coatained in tho leastirein^nt" (21, p. >.5).

A dilemma ii >s in the selection of a lan-

guage. C. nest Churcnman has expressed the dilemma

this way:

The clearer a lan;;ua^e the more confusing it is
to most people. Precise- languages narrow thi class
of users but increase the decree of fofInaoiOIlt that
any user can attain. Ihe proper balance between
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-i. La the linguistic decision
problem of measurement (21, p. H7 )

.

Accounting; expresses financial data in monetary

terms. Thus, in the United .itates, the language of

accounting is usually the dollar. The stUction of the

dollar as the measuring unit does not solve- the measur-

ing unit problem. A significant difficulty to be

solved concerns how to deal with the changing purchas-

ing power of a dollar. Are measurements to be made

in terms of dollars with no recognition made of the

changed purchasing; power between two points in time?

rl -ieasuroments of financial position and income based

on numbers of dollars without regard for any differences

in the economic significance of those dollars are cruder

economic measurements than we are capable of providing

"

(22, p. 110).

The choice of a measuring method is the central

theme of this paper. "income and wealth are dependent

upon the choice of measurement rules" (16, p. 221).

Several possibilities are suggested, discussed, and

compared. "Accounting is a measurement system which

is plagued by the existence of alternative measurement

methods" (23, p. W).
The fifth part of the structure is the act of

applying a measurement method. This is measurement

according to the common use of the uord and is not

relevant to this study.
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The sixth component of the structure is the

u.io, or application, of the ro.sults of tlv^ measuromont.

i ii ; us3 actually has implications for tho selection

of a measuring method and a rnoasurinf; unit. " fhe

measurement procedures underlying any set of accounting

information are inevitably linked to tho purpose for

which that information is provided" (22, p. 101).

In advocating measurement procedures in accounting,
it is mandatory at tho outset to specify tho pur-
pose for which the measurements are intended. The
attribute to be measured and the unit of maasure -

en

t

to bo utilized then must be demonstrably con-
sistent with that purpose (22, p. 102).

tf the primary ^oal of a business enterprise

is to make a profit, then accounting should make a

contribution toward this ^oal . Accounting should make

a contribution to whatever the goals of a business

Might be. Therefore, evaluating the effectiveness of

the measurement in attaining an entity's objectives

is an integral part of the measurement process.

The final results of the measurement process

is really tho deciding factor in determining which

measurement method and unit is best. According to

Ijiri, "if people are likely to behave in a more

'desirable' manner in response to tho values of assets

and income prepared under one set of weights than

under another set of weights, then and only then we

can say that one set of weights is better than another"

(13, p. 161).
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Carl •it forth the following si illar

typical oendltions (and preconditions) for

accounting measurement:

i. Specifying and ordering worthy oljecti

2, Determining decisions and information needed
to accomplish objectives;

3. Identifying and ordering individuals with
Legitimate claim, to information;

k. Jj-cidin;', which •vents arc relevant to achieving
these objectives;

5. Daelding what aspects of tho events should be
abstracted;

6. Adopting a set of feasible measurement scales
and rules that will yi.2ii an advance in objec-
tives (17, P. 17).

dumber three is the only condition listed by

.ijvitic Which is essentially different from those listed

by Kircher. Uevine points out that an ethical aspect

is involved in ordering individuals and that accounting

should be; concerned with this sthleal aspect.

Measurement and Value

Measurement is a term uhlan has gained prestige

in tae fiexd of accounting in recent years. As measure,

went implies (or represents) accuracy, it possibly is

used as a status symbol. i'erhaps the use of measure-

ment in the physical sciences is imitated by the, social

sciences.

..rouse says accountants are really talking

about the measurement of value. "The relevant attri-

bute with which we are essentially concerned is that
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of value ; the -nea suremen t process in which we are

fundamentally .-ngagod naay bo properly described as

valuation " (22, p. 107). The term measurement is used

because of the emotional effect of the us; of the term

value, "The torms value and valuation have an unfor-

tunate tendency to arouse emotional reactions anions

. . ."(22, p, 107). By usin tlxj word measurement ,

accountants may avoid using the word valuation .
'' Meas -

urement , on the other hand, is an innocuous term as well

as a prestigious one; it is not branded with the emo-

tional stigma attached to valuation " (22, pp. 107-8),

Sprouse believes that accountants should

recornizo valuation as the relevant attribute in report-

ing to the stockholders of a business enterprise. The

financial accounting process "could be improved enor-

mously by a clear-cut recognition of value as the

relevant attribute "( 22, p. 108).

R. J. Chambers has a different view of the

relationship between measurement and valuation, "It

seems . . . that greater clarity of argument is possi-

ble if the distinction is made between acts of valuation

which always havo reference to the future, and acts of

measurement which have reference to the past and

present" (2U, p. 32). Chambers believes accountants

are interested in measure iunt—not valuation. Most

accountants, as Sprouse, do not make such a distinction.
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^ccur?cy

in common usage, measurement Implies accuracy.

Rosalia of measurement (numerals) are often taken as

fact. A
;
ivi>n person weighs one hundred sixty pounds,

A room is fifteen feet uide and twenty-four feet Long.

Measurements may not bo accurate. The given

person may weigh one hundred sixty pounds and three

ounces. The measurement could b s STea rore nearly

exact, using even smaller units than ounces. There

are degrees of accuracy; it is not essential to be com-

pletely accurate. In fact complete accuracy may bo

impossible. Couiplete accuracy might not be recognized

if obtained.

The degree of accuracy to be obtained by any

measurement (accounting or other) defends uoon the

purpose for which the measurement is made. If a room

is being measured for wall-to-wall carpet, the measure-

ment should be within perhaps one-fourth inch of the

actual dimensions. If the dimensions are obtained to

I t line the number of square feet per student for

testing ^urj.osej, measurements might well be rounded

off to tlfcS nearest foot.

Accuracy in Sciences

The physical sciences are sometimes thought

of as boin,'^ exact. Chambers says "the presumption that

xact sciences provide measurements which are

paragons of accuracy Is false" (24, p. k5) . -ven in
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the e.iact >ci "ic.'s, *{ c of accuracy taught is

I I
'• >.:•('• ] |" [2k, p. t>j)«

Chamber I applies this idoa to accounting. The

current aaab oqulval. -tit (hi >ropO araaMHlt) can

j found f i ith some d< r of accuracy

(2», p. *6).

Probability and Decree of sirror

Complete accuracy in accounting is never pos-

sible, Furthermore, it may be impractical to obtain

complete accuracy or highly accurate data even if it

were possible. Therefore, the user of financial data

should be aware of the degree of accuracy reflected in

the financial data being utilized. Perhaps financial

statements should indicate the probability and decree

ef -Tror inherent in measurement »nethods used and in

the results of the measurement. "The information of

..irement is considerably enhanced if the decree of

accuracy or error of the partinaat ineasuraraent is

kaawn ' U°« P< 80 )

.

Probability has been given very little con-

sideration in accounting although it La interesting

to notice that " the usual ordering of assets on the

balance sheet, by chanc ; or otherwise, tends to follow

tha Level of confidence in the measurements" (17,

p. 22).

Th«i accountant's attempts to disci, eve pre-
cision are crude indeed, but, worse, it is possi-
ble that he omit>; iin.-ortant information simply
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because his methods of convoying precision are so
crude. A littlo-explored alternative estimates

ability numbers for both the amount to bo paid
and the possibility of having to pay at all and
derives an expected value for the unfavorable
prospect (17, p. 22).

>caua in Accounting

Stevens' nominal scale would include the chart

of accounts within the ran^e of measurement.

ith the rejection of -Stevens' approach, the
designation of measurement would be unduly tJoni?!
to those systems. "Unduly," because these systems
still extract si^nificant information for compari-
son in research and practical decision raakin

,

information that often can efficiently b2 trans-
mitted by numerals only (10, p. 63),

The nominal scale although basic to the account-
ing process is neither tb.o only nor the most impor-
tant scale pertaining to our discipline. The
.-valuation process--th^ core if theoretical accojnt-
ancy--utilizes the ratio scale; statement analysts
;
jri>nai'ily work with ordinal scales; and c?rt3in
aspects of cost accounting can be considered as
applying the interval -scaU- (10, p. 68).

standard costing is an example of the use of the inter-

val scale. Iha dollar scaU is a ratio scale.

Thei i , ij.c ver, instances of mvilti. L6

measurement, the dimensions of which are measure! on

scales that differ fre.i- cpoh oth;r; Um accotmti.i

transaction is one of theio cas>?^ ..." (10, p. 7 1
-' ) •

iii.- c't.wt of accounts (nominal scale) is used in

classifying the debits and the credits of a transaction,

kJjM distension Is measured by an interval scale.

The dollar amount is measured on a ratio scalo.
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Kinds of Measurement in Ac count in t

"Most of t'l 1 WllOWln and accounting men^ur - j

belong in the category of Measurement by fiat, which

is reflected in a certain definitional arbitrariness

of our discipline" (10, p. 79). Mattossich emphasizes

that neither fundamental nor derived measurement is

:i.-;ed to much extent in accounting:

There neither exists at present the possi-
bility t; infer accounting values through "natural
laws" (i.e., by fundamental measurement) nor
throngta a combination of two or nora fundamental
measures that result in derived measurement. Most
of the 'conotnlc an) aouauntin : urasuraa bul »ng in
the category of measurement by fiat, which is
raflaotad in a certain definitional arbitrariness
of our discipline (10, p. 79).

Carl T. Devine feels that attempts by Torjerson,

Mattessioh, and others to find fundamental measurements

tend to be fruitless endeavors.

Measurement is a process that requires extremely
of abstraction. In this s?as'j all

measurement is fiat measurement, for some identi-
fy ll I

•• vr v.crty wist be isolated and related to
objectives (17, p. 1*0.

s
;
>rouse suggests, on the other hand, that

direct measurements are often used in accountin .

Examples include the measurement of assets such as

receivables and payables (22, p. 111). He recognizes

the fact that fiat measurement is more often used.

The value of an asset can be measured directly
only if inferoation i:i available cone rnln amounts
of future cash floii's, timing of such cash flows,
and the appropriate rate of discourt. In addition,
if the future cash flows are measured in dollars,
Lt ;r it must be assumed that the purch.-'

power of the dollar is constant or information
concerning future prico-L i required.
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In th no of sufficiently information
about these factors, direct nuaaureiaent of the
ralU« of an a.;.~,:t i.. nat faasibltj Indirect neus-
ureraent procedures, such as the use of acquisition
cost and th< .-.

, n t co '.

,

, j. ill).

Criteria for woraparln;, Mens jrouicnt .letho.:..

American Accounting Association * a A ^tn te -

nant of Basic AcaourUn-; Theory published in 1966 sug-

gested fefe« following four accounting standards:

1. Roll.-vane ; ( Usofulnuss }

2. v or iflability

3. Freedoa froa bias

k, iiiantifiabiiity (25. p. 7).

[base four accounting standards might vail sorvo as

criteria for feha selection of the most appropriate

measurement method.

the ilarvard Business Jchool Accounting Uound

Table bald in iybU presented a slightly different sot

of criteria for measurement:

i. Jbj activity

Two related requirements:

(a; Certain standards should be used in pre-

senting financial accounting information,

and

(b) It should be feasible to verify financial

accounting information.

2. Usefulness

3. feasibility (25, pp. 18-19).
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combination of tlMSi c; I i. be u^eu

in di ,;ui -
, . c rlnj tb« \ . .

method;., ibineu list follows:

1. KoLo vancc (Usefulness)

2. Lj.ctivity

\erif inbiiity

(b) Froodow from hi

3. feasibility

if. iuantifiability

un
|

j
i -j

•• ,ureiaont is th^ u L . 1 1 of nu.iierai s to

ibj ts or properties of objects to r>, r> at such

objects li<_,. Accounting, as it relates to

quantifier Uiwn, is a systom >£ maa >ur J.>iont

.

uiJ.nodt i:. 3o Lltl rt of MM physi-

c<>i sciences and Sho ^uoiul sciences. The natuxc of

i'i.'^i.i-.i-nt baa b*«n di 1 >::r broad terms

in this Obapl i I• i56 laoasureraont theory i to

iujn a broad area.

.'ieasuro iient theory hu | ] . it t< r:o)unt-

in^ in the li<ttjr p?rt of th chapter in morn specific

termj. It »as concluded that th-? selection of a

M—at i.iothoJ ii otii of kM .no c;t significant

prablama of acc.ji: Atlng.



CIIAPTi.u III

HIST^KICAL COST

Introduction

This chapter is the fir^fc in a series of four

c:ii> . i oil discuss major laoasureiaunt methods, or

bases. The present chapter is a study of a measure-

ment base Kbicu uiay be called historical cost (or

original eost)« Historical cost is generally accepted

for use in accounting statements. This chapter is

largely a discussion and criticism of accountin,, state*

ments as they are currently prepared.

The Chapter b.
(;ins with a definition of his-

torical cost. This is followed by a discussion of

some related concepts which underly the preparation

of accountin,', statements. As the realization concept

and the historical cost concept are closely related

the realization ooncept i^ of particular concern in

this chapter. The historical development of the reali-

zation concept is followed by a discussion of the

present status of the concept.

The last part of the chapter concerns the

offects of historical cost and related concepts,

- 42
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especially tin. realization concept, on accounting

statements. I no uoo o£ thlfl measurement basis is

criticized.

Definition of Historical Cost

Accounting statements are prepared in terms of

historical, or original, cost. When assets are acquired

they are rocorded at cost, a measure of the current

exchange value at that time. Historical cost is tne

cost arrivod at in the transaction concerned; histori-

cal cost is transaction price. A record is made when

a transaction occurs between an enterprise and another

party. Th« dollar amount of the transaction is con-

sidered to be an objective basis for the valuation of

that which is exchanged. This dollar amount, trans-

action price, is the historical cost of that which is

recorajd. Assets remain on the books at cost (or cost

adjusted for such factor:, as depreciation) as long as

they are owned by the entorpri.x- .

There are a few exceptions in practice to the

historical cost concept, but in general when an enter-

prise expects to operate indefinitely, the original

cost concept, or historical cost concept, is adhered

to in the preparation of accounting statements. The

following quote probably represents the attitudes of

accountants aj» exemplified in practico.

Accounting is . . . not essentially a process
of valuation, but the allocation of historical
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costs and rov-?nu<v> to the cnrmnt and succeeding
fiscal periods. ... If values other than

• ortized costs are to be quoted they should bo
expressed . . . only as collateral notations for
information purposes. . . . There seems to be no
sound reason for repeated adjustments of asset
values for the ordinary changes in price levels
commonly experienced from one generation to another,
. . . I history of cost an I cost amortization is
a consistent record of actual occurrences . . .

and constitutes an essential starting point in
financial interpretations (27, pp. 61-62).

This quote from the lyjb American Accounting

Association Statement ( A Tentative Statement of Account -

ing Pri nciples Un d erlying Corporate Financial State -

ments ) represented the attitude of the Executive Com-

mittee at that time toward historical cost.

The historical cost concept is criticized with

varying decrees of sevor«ness. As an illustration a

quote is "iven here from Harry M. Kamph:

Conventional balance sheets and operating state-
ments have become so distorted that they are of
little or no guidance for decision-making purposes.

I i iout taking into consideration current
value.;, d find it impossible to reach valid con-
clusions or develop fully revealing information on
such important matters as:

1. Return on total capital employ?!.

1. Return on capital equity or stockholders'
investment.

3. Optimu •rtgftff* loan finane in, terms.

k. Necessary coverage under fir- Bad compre-
hensive insurance policies and proof of
loss.

5. evaluation of specific segments of an
operation or an ontir:; business for pur-
poses of purchase, sale or merger.
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Costs and profits measured in terms of
current values rather than often mislead-
ing book or original values (28, p. 17).

Related Concepts Underlying
Accounting Statements

The following concepts are closely related to

the historical cost concept and also, like the histori-

cal cost concept, underlie the accounting statements.

Presently accepted methods of accounting include all

of these concepts.

Going Concern

There was a time when the venture was the pre-

dominant form of business enterprise , As ventures

lasted for only a relatively short period of time, an

accounting was usually made only at the end of tu

venture, The venture form of business enterprise is

almost completely gone. It has been replaced by

business enterprises which remain in existence for

long periods of time. Although thousands of enter-

prises go out of existence each year, a majority of

business enterprises, especially medium and large-size

ones, have lives of indefinite length.

>ince business enterprises usually operate for

long periods of time and are not expected to discon-

tinue in the immediate future, they may be assumed to

have a continuous life. This "continuity concept,"

or ",;oin
;
- concern concept,' 1 assumes that business
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enterprises remain in existence indefinitely unless

tfhare is •Idmtec to the contrary.

\ccountin . statements are generally prepared

on this as^unption. Fho primary impact of this concept

is on tho valuation of assets. Thlfl assumption has

implications for income moasur *ment lu3 to the inter-

relationship of the balance sheet and tin; income state-

ment.

Accountants iiave generally feit that since

liquidation values may be of little importance to a

going concern, this continuity of life concept is used

as justification for another concept, the cost concept.

The following quotation from tlenry Hand Hatfield's

Modern Accounting points out the insignificance of

liquidation values.

thm proper value is that which they have to the
holding concern, and not that which they Right
have to other persons, whether these persons are
ordinary cus turners, or those who might bid on the
assets at a liquidation sale. The value is that
which they ha n ..• to Hm company as thon existing
and not to a company in the hands of a roc^iv r,

or one closing up its accounts and ~oing out of
business (29, p. 8l).

This quote does not mention how to arrive at

the value to the holding concern. This does not

necessarily imply a historical cost basis. Reed K.

jtorey quotes Hatfield as saying the going concern is

not usually taKcn to its logical conclusion which would

be to value merchandise at net realizable value. A

logical application of the going concern concept would
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I b teasaronent of fix at c.ist beoanSS

changes in raltte from ano pert > ! I » mother which are

not expected to be realise*! by the Ml* of the f i I

asset ar« not as relevant as o La value of car-

rent assets, especially those which tfili be converted

into cash in the n Aar future. ; -*ys, "The failure

to carry the going cone ;.ion to its xOfiicai

conclusion left a gap in Recounting theory vhich was

filled by the realisation concept" (30, p. C37).

It is the realization convention which requires
valuation of all unr^alisiid (i. e., unsold) assets
at cost, whether they bo fi I 1 or unsold
inventories.

The area of complementarity between the reali-
zation and going concern conventions lies in the
area of fixed asset?, whereas the area of basic
conflict lies in the aroa of current assets. . . .

In tnii^ area the realization convention is clearly
dominant in modern accounting (30, pp. 237- 38 -

Time Periods

p the venture fora of business enterprise,

an accountin • was undo upon the completion of the

venture. Ehc MOS I Lneone earned can

best be determined at that time, .lion there is con-

tinuity of life, it is not feasible to wait until the

end of the enterprise life to measure inco .

The tim j-.y^riol coiTjntion has developed to

bnsak th'.- life of en enterprise into arbitrary time

periods. this arbitrary time period is usually a year.

the calendar rear Is used by i<iany enterprises. This

may be a carryover from an agricultural society in
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which the calendar year ma the mtura ;s year.

Many business Jit.r^ri.'' ; art now using what is

considered a natural business year for their particular

typo of business.

accounting for a business entity \>y tinu- > -riods

glr«a interested parties Useful information about '

enterprise before its life i,i ov^r. ioraa accuracy is

sacrificed for timeliness.

Realization

Since accounting attempts to measure income

by time periods there must be a criterion to determine

when income arises. The realization concept has

developed to meet this need. The dominant interpre-

tation is that a change in value has taken place with

sufficient objectivity to warrant recognition in the

accounts. A sale is usually thought of as having

sufficient objectivity and is generally td. »cc.ted

criterion for realization. The realization concept is

related to the original cost one . t in that assets are

recorded at original cost until realization is ',. r.?d

to have taken place.

The development of the realization cone t

ad brtn^ about feha L v Lopment of the historical

cost cone, -t. ill assertion by the Court of ti:

realization postulate lent support fe« edition

that, until realized, uouid be carri'J at cost.
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and thus oontributod to the buildin/r up in accountin •

literature of a so-caiied 'traditional cost principle'"

(3. P. 27).

Like the historical cost concept, the reali-

zation concupt is also based on transaction price.

Mo increase in the value of an a.ssct is recorded until

another transaction occurs. The realization cone, t

delays the recognition of revenue until a sale or some

other sufficiently objective event occurs. This means

that the usefulness of accounting may be impaired by

the time delay.

No doubt, everyone would like timely reports
that arc also conclusive, but for the most part
the two conditions (timeliness and conclusiveness)
are in conflict. In most cases accountants have
chosen to be more conclusive rather than more
timely in their recognition of changes that have
occurred, thereby exposing themselves to the
charge that their reports (issued at frequent
intervals) are less useful than they could be
(H. pp. 33-3**).

In emphasizing the importance of the evaluation

of past decisions, ivdwards and Boll point out that ''if

the demand fer data is predicated largely upon the

existence of change and uncertainty in the economy,

accountin
,
data, to be most useful, should be designed

to report changes as they occur" (32, pp. 5-6).

Like the historical cost concept, the reali-

zation conoept results in some limitations in the

determination of periodic income. Hie realization

concept will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent

section of this chapter. nou h has been said to
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indicate that the realization concept may limit the

usefulness of accounting statements.

Matching

While tho realization concept determines the

period in which revenue is to be recognized, tho match-

ing concept determines what costs become expenses to be

matched against revenue. The matching concept moans

that those costs which were necessary to attain the

revenue of the period should be matched with the revenue,

The expenses which apply to a given period are

those which can be matched with the revenue which is

recognized during that period. The following statement

is made in the 1957 revision of Accounting and Report-

ing standards for Corporate Financial statements ; " fhe

committee advocates that costs (defined as product and

service factors given up) should be related to revenues

realized within a specific period on the basis of some

discernible positive correlation of such costs with the

recognized revenues" (33, p. 369).

In all significant cases where there is uncer-
tainty, revenue is the controlling classification.
It becomes the guide to action, the focal point
which mau.es matching effectual in areas of uncer-
tainty {3h, p. 733).

'Hatching process developed when the "in-

creased net worth" concept ,;ave way to tho "realization"

test of income. "It became common to speak of income

determination as being essentially a process of matching
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costs and revenues" (3. p. 28). The tiuing of revenue

nition d«1 to a lar ;>; extent the timing of

expens recognition and therefore the timin g of net

income recognition. Matching is nocessary to determine

tho net increase in assets which is similar to "increased

net worth" because not assets equal net worth.

Objectivity

Objectivity is difficult to define. A key word

in the definition of objectivity i:i "unbiased."

•iaurice ;ioonitz defines objectivity as "unbiased, suD-

j-ct to v.r if ication by another competent investigator''

(31| P« k2) . This implies that many individuals would

reach approximately the sa;.ic conclusions.

Harold &« Arnett gives the following explanation

of objectivity:

Kinanciai information is objective when:

1. It is fr-^e from personal opinion and bias,
which further requires

a. that there actually be an exchange of
some thin,; for something, both having "value,"
and

(1) this exchange be the result of an arm's
length transaction between independent
parties,

(2) this exchange be capable of being
accurately measurable in dollar^,

(3) that one of the negotiating parties
in the exchange be the unit for which
the accounting is being done.

2. It is substantiated or capable of being sub-
stantiated by an independent investigator
(35. P. 65).
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There or of objectivity. Accuracy is

1 'ior.nt in determining Whether or not data is

objective. "If an item can be raoasured with reason-

nccuracy, it assumes a large decree of objec-

tivity" (3^. ?. 251).

objectivity is considered to be an outstanding

characteristic of historical cost and the realization

concept.

Conservati B I

Conservatism is sometimes axpressed as: Pro-

vide for all losses; anticipate no profits. Paul 3rady,

in hi -i Inventory of '.Jonerally Accepted Accounting Prin -

ci^l js for .-usinoss Enterprises , e Tola ins the cone • I

of conservatism as follows:

From the viewpoint of generally acoeptod
accounting principles, the concept of conservatism
comprehends the t i 1 Ldeftl that I

Sales, revenue and income are not to be antici-
pated. Recognition ordinarily requires consummation

ie and delivery, and

- I liabilities or losses should be
recorded regardless of whether the definite amounts
are determinable (37t P. 3& )

•

Gtrady notes the close relationship between the

conservatism concept and the realization concept by

saying that the abov> ideas "often have been dealt with

separate concept of 'realization'" (37. p. 36).

Conservatism is a-tunlly a technique for

delaying the r •••gfl i. tion of revenue. Realization and

conservatism arc related because the realization concept
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i fairly v., nr*tlr« concept in that profits are

not anticipated very far in advance of tho actual

r I ipt of cash. 'Ja • ' r. I Lpta Aouid usually bo i..

M -t consrvativo method of rocognizing rcvor.u?. There

are excoptioni; to this statement such ay the advance of

cash h'.'l'ire l t.roduot i :. : .ivjred or .-orvic »fl are ron-

dercd.

Historical cost is also a conservative concept.

The lower-of-cost-or-market valuation method of inven-

tory valuation is even more conservative.

ary

The concepts discus. i

among tho most basic accc-.. i me«pts« It i :-

(-iali ; i - I i. the- use of these •OBOAJ ts aiun,;

v.ith ether L.onc rally accented accounting principles

and pro* • _>ults in accounting statements which

have limitations.

Pais discussion jf these basic concepts is

intended to I accou.itir..., statements ari know-

ingly prepared under assumptions which will not result

in perfection. It is the purpose of a latter section

of thij oa-tJter to point out weaknesses in accounting

lltlMMIlll lu. to the •« of th»s« concepts. It is

t i >urpests of subsequent chapters to discuss I r I
»-

tivo measurement bases vhio! tl I result in better

accountin
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Historical cost may bo thought of as ure-

ment | -h ij i.ir.eiy controlling in th preparation

of accounting statements. It is closely related to the

othor concepts discussed here, but it la especially

related to the realization concapt. Fha realization

concept may be thought of as the application of th«

historical cost concept. Because of the importance of

the realization concept in current-day accounting, the

following section of this chapter is devoted to this

tu,;ic.

The idealization Concept

rh« realization concept i .-. the currently accepted

basis for revenue recognition. According to the most

commonly accepted meaning of realization, revenue should

be recognized *iion a sale takes place. Tiu*re •>!"• other

meanings for realization anc, criteria for recognition

as are indicated later in this section. This section

considers the historical development of the concept and

its present stat.i:.

Historical Development of the
Ileal izatioa Concept

iliu Study . rou.j on liusiness Income points out

that the postulate ,f realization is of quite modern

< i in:

A review of accounting, legal, and .-conomic
literature suggests that the realization postulate

0< .ted prior to the First Aorld *ar. In
1913 leading authorities in all these fields in
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.r» and Am-iri , i to I the
"increase in net worth" concept of income (except
i:» fcb i oa«« .>f "ptrMBMt" >nt#rprtMc) ( though
the way in which it could best bo implemented was
not settled, and unrealized appreciation vas not
perhaps deemed to be a part of "income from opera-
tion-:" (3, ?Pt 23-2*).

As an example, the Study Jroup quoted the

folio - it by \. L« Dickinson in his Account -

ing .'rnctici: and rocoduro (1913)t

In the widest possible view, profits may b:-

stated as the realized increment in value of the
whole amount invested in an undertaking; and,
coiiv-'rssly, loss is t!i3 realized decrement in
such value. Inasmuch, however, as the ultimate
realization of the original investment is from
the nature of things deferred for a long period
of years, durir rtlal realizations ara
continually taking pj.ace, it becomes necessary
to fall back on fclfl it l of value at certain
definite periods, and to consider as profit or
los.i fen ti t i.nor tase or fi-.-croase between
any two such periods (3# p. 2J*).

W. A, i'aton also accepted an increase in value

theory. de makes the following statement in his

Accounting Theory , published in 1922:

rho liberal view that, ideally, all bona fide
Value char-go:; in either direction, : 'i ver
cause, should be reflected in the accounts has

«ithout arguu. ::\t . ... rir logical
position is the proper one for the professional
accountant, at least as a starting point ( JB

,

P. vii).

In those early years of the current century,

the realization concept did not have its current status,

The events of the times probably brought about the

almost complete acceptance of the realization concept.

The sixteenth amendment in 1913 "»ay have had

a great effect on the creation and acceptance of the
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reai.i. soneapc (3, p. Z6) t Bw Laiufaaark easa of

Si n '

-'.'..ib •• in 1920 a] 1 contribution to

'. 1 allsation concoct, In this doolslon, Che p]

Fvans ;.iid !

It is of tho saaaataa of Lnoaaw that it should be
roalized. . . . Income necessarily implies separa-
tion and raallsatlan* . , . The Inoi i. tho
value of lands due to growth prosperity of the

'

'

f la not income until it is renin
( isner v. Macombor, 2.5 U. 3. 138, 195 fl920].).

The economic exparionco of the 193^'s fairly

well finalized the elimination of tho increase-in-

value cone >pt«

The realization concept bad gainad acceptance

by 15 naad by the fir: t of si:-, rulei ei

prlneipltti l la] '.
I by « Iti-te of Account-

ants that ;-( ar: "Profit is daoncd to be realized when

a sal« in the ordinary course of business is uffoctod,

unit., t .:: rcuinsfcancos are aaeb I'nat the collection

of the sale price is not reasonably o. >i .39,

P. 129 )•

The Present Status

RaallaattlaJI is currently the generally accepted

criterion for revc.m r^co, .nition. Uuco.;nition refers

to the timing of recording revenue on the books of an

enterprise. The realization concept, used as a guide

to revenue recognition, lb primarily a timing device.

"The test of real i/.a tion is used to determine when to

recognize f particular ito.ir' (36, p. 2^1). "The entire
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income from ;nlc arises at the moment when realisation

is decmod to take place" (3, pp. .19-20). Uecause costs

and revenue:-, are matched to determine income, income is

assumed to arise when the recognition of revenue takes

place.

There are some differences of opinion on the

exact moaning of the realization concept. The 1957

Statement by the American Accounting Association Com-

mittee on Concepts and Standards Underlying Corporate

Financial Statements defines the realization concept

as follows:

The essential meaning of realization is that a
change in an asset or liability has become
sufficiently definite and objective to warrant
rocognition in the accounts. This recognition
may rest on an exchango transaction between inde-
pendent parties, or on established trade practices,
or on terms of a contract performance of which is
considered to be virtually certain. It may depend
on the stability of a banking system, the enforce-
ability of commercial agree-oents, or the ability
of a highly organized market to facilitate the
conversion of an asset into another form (27. P. 3)

.

The key words in this definition are "change"

and "sufficiently definite and objective." According

to Floyd :.. ..indal, this definition implies that "the

change may have taken place prior to the time it became

sufficiently definite and objective for recognition"

(36, p. 251).

Floyd . indal defines realization by using

the throe key ideas from the definition just quoted:

The realization of income takes place— that
is, income comes into 2xistcnce--v.hen certain
criteria have been fulfilled in connection with
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on' Utor •• eluded arc Inc. ;.sod
by gifts or additional cvner investment . Among

'..". at- tl:

IlM g*ln or increase must be confirmed by »«•
event or transaction such as the receipt of
cash Of pr»PTty, relief from liability, or a
change in the nature of legal rights.

2. The gain or increase must be subject to objec-
tive mensuromrnt

.

3. ' I
-' n or increase muit be definite and

irrevocable {kO t p. 36).

Inherent in these definitions is tht> criterion

that revenue must have been economically earned before

or at the point it is recognized {kl t p. k'J ) . "Economi-

cally earned" means that a val.u-3 increment has taken

place due to the 0] rt ti< as of an entsrprit.t, "P.?v -

nues pre effectively earn — r ;ub.,tan tit I iy all of

these activities necessary for and associated vith the

production <.f tl.:;e revmucs have been comj.let d" (kl 9

P. **),

tl-er criteria have been used in determining

vhon realisation tal.os ;>lac<>. llobert T. J^rouso and

Maurice .'oonitz list tests which have be.en ••4 to

determine if an item is realized or not;

l a It had to be aarntJ.

2. It had to be the result of a conversion brought
about in a transaction between the enterprise
and someone external to it.

3. It had to be the result of a legal sale or
i lilar process (related to 2, above).

U. It had to be severed from capital.
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5. It had to bo in distributable* form (related
to U, above).

6. It had to be evidenced by liquid assets (related
to 5, above).

7. Its effects on the enterprise had to be the
subject of accurate measurement or of estimates
with a high degree of reliability (2,

pp. U-15).

The American Accounting Association 196U Con-

cepts and standards Research Study Committee on The

Realization Concept also presents its view of the

realization concept:

w.hen should realization be considered to have
been achieved in a revenue transaction/ Three
factors have generally been considerod sufficient
in answering this question:

1. Tha nature of the asset received;

2. The presence of a market transaction;

3. The extent to which services have been per-
formed (42, p. 31k).

It is difficult to be precise about what is the
current prevailing practice, but it appears that
presently accepted tests for realization require
receipt of a current (or liquid) asset capable of
objective measurement in a market transaction for
services rendered (U2, p. 3* 1*).

The 1957 statement has been amended by the work of

this 196U Concepts and Standards Research Study Com-

mittee. The conclusions of the committee cannot be

classified as generally accepted. In this sense,

MM conclusions and recommendations cannot be con-

sidered as part of the present status of the reali-

zation concept. They are included here because they

have been made, and in this sense they affect the

present status of realization.
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following two problems wore discussed by

the com.aittce :

1. Transactions associated with tho exchange of
,",oods and services between the accountin
entity and some independent, external jroup.
The i^ arj referred to . . . as revenue trans -
actions ,

2. Changes in the value of resources during the
time they are held by the firm. Those are
referred to ... as holdinp; .a ins and losses
(1*2, p. 313).

The committee arrived at those conclusions:

'The committee unanimously recommends that tho effects

of changes in value of all assets, other than good-

will, that can be supported by adequate evidence be

recorded in the accounts" (1*2, p. 312). "A majority

of the committee recommends that 'unrealised' changes

in the value of assets should not be included in the

computation of reported n«t income, but should be

shown on the income statement below the net income

line" (U-Z, p. 312).

Xn considering Mhen realisation should be

regarded to have been achieved in a revenue trans-

action, the committee made the following decisions:

1. Xature of Asset Uoceived--'lhe committee
recommends continued adherence to a policy of
requiring objective evidence of tho valuation
of the a^st t received before rt. cognizing
realized revenue. . . . The committee would
stress measurabiiity, and not liquidity, as
the essential attribute required for recogni-
tion of realized revenue.

2. Presence of a Market Transaction—There is
general acceptance of the view that a market
transaction is necessary for revenue to be
realized. rho committee concurs in this
requirement.
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3. iixtent of service I'erf orraed-- traditionally t

in establishing a realization test, account-
ants have considered the decree to which the
seller has furnished the services being pur-
chased. The commit tee is suggesting that
another factor is more relevant, namely,
whether the seller has performed an action
which is the crucial ovent in the process
of earning revenue. This crucial ov«nt may
be something distinct from the rendering of
services to the customer (42, pp. 315-16).

There is often some confusion between the

terms "recognition" and "realization," Hobort T,

Sprouse has made some observations concerning this

confusion, i'rior to 1957, the term 'realization'

was widely used and 1 think generally understood"

(43. P. 522), The general meaning of realization

was expressed by the x'aton and Littleton monograph:

Uevenue is realized, according to the dominant
view, when it is evidenced by cash receipts or
receivables, or other new liquid assets. Implicit
here are two tests: (1) conversion through legal
sale or similar process; (2) validation through
the acquisition of liquid assets (44, p. 49 )

,

The definition given in the 1957 Revision

suggested that revenue is realized when it can be

recognized in the accounts, Sprouse refers to this

as a "drastically different concept of realization.

. . . This concept renders realization devoid of any

special meaning; realization is made merely a synonym

for recognition " (43, p. 522).

1 he two terms, realization and recognition,

are often used interchangeably. As the realization

concept is presently accepted as a :uide in the timing

of revenue recognition, then realization and recognition
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take plttQ -' time. The occurr \nc »f one

implies the occurrence of the other. In common usage,

the two t»nta oftm Inplj the sane thing.

ignition of revenue on the basis of

realization concept c'oey net nocus.-j^rily imcJ y that

it is the only "correct" method of recognizing, revenue.

Sprouse air! Moonitz express this idea as follows:

Reliance on "realization" for the recognition of
profit does not inn] y that profit arises only at
the moment of sale. Instead it implies something
that may or may not be true in t ;dvcn set of
circumstances, namely, that satisfactory results
emerge if profit is consistently recognized only
at time of sale (2, p. 11).

Currently accepted exceptions
To the g>-narsl rule for raalization

>U tnc.^h in current practice realization is

usually deemed to take place at ths point of sale,

there are exceptions to this general rule. for example,

in unusual circumstances realization is deemed to take

place when physical production occurs rather than when

a sale takes place. In order for realization to take

place due to physical production, "production must be

accomplished either by a binding contract for sale of

the product or by a market of a certain character"

(**.5, p. 9** ) . Certain metals (such as frold, silver,

and copper), farm products (such as cotton, wheat,

corn, oats, rye, soy beans, barley, raw sugar, and

coffee beans), crude oil, and securi tie-; luct these

requirements. The market price or contract price is
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u ;
>

I a ; basis for det^rm^ ling rov •!!•«». Irv-'-'nt >r\co

may b^ u.j »d although it may vary somewhat fro-n period

t) period.

A •hAltgt la V'tltn botwoon the date of completed

production and the dat-? of sale does not im-vly that

early roco^nition was incorroot. Russell Bowers makes

the f ol loving statement concerning whoat:

• quoted price used in tir; inventory Might differ
fr?m the price of sale, but this c;ain or loss need
not b-* looked u->on as an error in making the
previous estimate of value. It is properly assimed
to the period between the date of completed physical
production and date of sale and should bo attributed
to speculation rather than to wheat growing. Any
gain or loss could of course bo analyzed into
interest, storage service, and market fluctuation
l*3« p. ^5).

liven incomplete physical production may be

appropriate for realization to take place. Bowers

suggests three ways in which income may be objectively

measured which are particularly applicable to incom-

pleted contracts:

1. A completed transaction between parties of
independent interest.

2. Apportionment between fiscal periods on an
objectively determinable basis, the total for
the various periods being determined by a
completed contract.

3. Ueference to price in a market of a certain
recognized character (U.5, p. 105).

Shipbuilding is one example of incomplete

physical production in which it i customary to recog-

nize revenue beforo physical production is complete

and legal title is conveyed to the purchaser.
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Other 4
jr j .

' - ' • i th>

realisation o i I Its in t -or-

Market calculations, index numbers of specific commodi-

ties or groups af slallar aoaaaodltloa in dollar-value

*lfe, '
'. ' ia of not real1sal te ef bjr-

prodweta >eda and aqulpaeat,

lions to the realization

oeaeept Lndleata that current practice serera a fairly

wide range, Carman ?. Hough haa *ed the wide

ran,:;, of practice in considering income to be realised I

J. what time, or in what stage of a transaction
should income bo considered as having been realized/
Khila It is ;',enerally understood that incoaa should
be recognized when services are rendered or ^oods
delivered, in practice the time of taking it up
ranges all the way from the time of production, as
in the case of aoaM minin | n t ^rprises, to the tin..

the cash is received, as is sometimes done in the
case of installment sales (U6, p. 39).

ouramary

The realization concept is a fairly recent

development in accounting, having dev La d < rly in

the present century. At present it is a generally

aeeepted eeaoept,

Hie usual interpretation of the realization

concept is that revenue ;uay be recognized when a sale

takes place. Realization is the usual guide, or

criterion, to revenue recognition. lliere are some

exceptions to the general interpretation of the reali-

zation cone • jt. .\ceptions involve the valuation of
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assots such as certain metals, agricultural products,

securities, and other assots .such as ships rhlch

require an unusually long period of time for con-

struction.

effects on Accounting Statements
And Criticisms

Accounting statements are currently prepared

under the historical cost concept of measurement. As

has boon pointed out, the realisation concept is an

important concept related to this measurement base.

The purpose of this section is to point out some of

the shortcomings which result when the historical cost

measurement base is used.

Accountants themselves recognize shortcomings

in accounting statements. Howard I. Ross made the

following statement in a presidential address at an

annual meeting of the Canadian Institute of Chartered

Accountants: "The basic problem which I would like

to concentrate on today is posed by the paradoxical

fact that accountants appear to divide their time,

perhaps almost equally, between preaching, on the one

hand, the great importance of publishing regular

financial statements and insisting, on the other hand,

that one who relies on financial statements, in almost

any of the circumstances in which one would normally

turn to them, is likely to be mislead" (U7, p. OH),
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An obvious probLe n inherent It t. oi ..f {.:»

historical cost coocapt is that accounting data do

not reflect values (except by chance). (It should be

re.nombered that historical co.it is not intended to

measure value.) The following quote by .idxardj and

L!ell emphasizes this in * ifact of the

application of tha realization cone !: |

Instead of ftsensing the identity of cost anJ
value, accountants have adopted the convention of
recognizing profit only upon sal?; n? protsnse is
made of measuring profit as it accrues either in
-.reduction or as a result of simply holding assets
as their prices rise. Reporting assets at historic
cost r*pres«ftts a consistent application of this
convention; a record at market value would involve
a recognition of gain prior to sole. tuose who
use accounting data are fairly warned by this
convention that the inter/pre tation of a firm's
position or operation on the basis of market value
is not the responsibility of the accountant as
record-keeper. The accountant shares the inter-
r tKtiva responsibility with other Members of

iwanegsnont, however (32, p. LQ)«

nven though a statement user may realize that

I wore prepared under the realization

concept, it is likely that he may not realize the full

implications of the use of this concept. iidwards and

Hell point out the following two limitations which

result fro.?i the use of the realization convention:

l . Within the frame-work of present account L

r-ctices, no capital gains or losses are
r corded as they arise, i.e., as individual
rices Chan.; :; Bhifl limitation in turn has

three main implications:

a. The capital gains (losses) for any one
period are incomplete; i.e., they are not
recognized until the assets are sold or
used in the production of roods which are
sold, and profit is therefore understated
(overstated )

;
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l. ,,o..iw aapltal gaina i: ) »f foi
periods are recognized as capital ^ains

c{ khi • perl hion
have risen in price over an extended period
of time are ^old in this period, thus over-
stating ( understating ) profit;

c. ilalancc- sheet values arc badly distorted.

2. Capital, ^ains and losses which are realized
fchrougb iio«; oi a;i Oaaet whose price haii changed
and the subsequent sale of the product for which
the assoc vaa good no Lneluded as part of normal
operating profit although the profit results

activities rather tl : n
activili ai r ; ti ifficulty stems from

ping reeerdo at original parehaae east with
the result, for example, that one of the expense
deductions froa aperating revenue is depreciation
based on the historic cost valua of the fixed
asset (;;_, pp. 10-11 j.

te limitations result because the realise tion

convention r-quiros a sales transaction. The concept

does not reoognisa holding alaa i nd losses,, i. .,

changes in individual prices. Another major limitation

implicit in the us« of the realization convention is

the failure to reeegttise changes in value as production

takes place and as services are rendered.

realization convention has the effect of

assigning to just one atop-- the sale«M»la a whole series

of steps the entire credit for having earned the resulting

income. .Since 'income accrues to an individual or a

business in BO—thing like a continuous itroam," it

may be iiiogioal to assi
;
;n all incoros to only

step (43, pp. bO-dl).

in defease of ch~ .sale as a test of income

realized, 'it i.-> th^.- la^t vital stop in the longer
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businoss >roe«si *vhioh indicates that th i tdj \. la now

completed and tii-^ Lioo U fully earned" [k& t p. til).

The objictivia of accounting statements were

discu i rally in Chapter I in terms of those who

use them. In that chapter no attempt was made to

evaluate how well accountisi;; s fca toments meet their

objectiv . l c •.Hints will tio-.v be made concarnin
,

how well accounting statements prepared under the his-

torical cost basis of measurement meet the object!*

Just as WW ohjeotiYJ.; were classified by types ef

users, those cour.ujnts conc^min;; how well objectives

are met will be by type of user e.ic.-pt that the prob-

lems of c j.tparabiiity and uniformity are discussed

first as tli i.io two probl oms ore faced by both external

and internal statement users.

Comparability

Both internal and external users of account Lu

statements are interested in comparability, that is,

co,a,)arin,; the accounting statements of a particular

entity over a period of time. Comparison of th

statements should indicate trends.

Accounting statements for different poriods

may not he comparable for two principal reasons: alter-

native methods and price-level changes.

Alternative .uetlods

- nerally accepted accounting principles include

alternative methods of handling some problems. (however,
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"generally i> .
• ^counting erinci ould ho

i. I con i t illy from year to year, ) If a method

of handling i Ohaaged, the effect of thi

change should be sliov.n for tho year in which the change

took place. Comparability ii lo.it if a change in method

is not l i 'ined, Comparability is also lost between

the year, b. (or tk c:i.;. lad j i : ubsoquent to

the chan,

The possibility of using alternative •thoda

in accounting not only present:, ti i probl«a of compara-

bility but also presents the qusstion of hov different

. tkci^ioni 'vould be if an siternativo method

fbit involves the problem of comparison

of actual results with i
rhat »ould have occurred under

alternative .roc . .es have

n j', ed to determine tho effect of alternative proce-

dures, conclusive evidence has not bean found. allliam

'. runs, Jr., after using business ^ames, decided that

"for most of the decisions and results, there were no

najor differences in results amon*'. tiia ^ames usin dif-

it inventory valuation methods" (49, p. 3^9). n

the other hand, Thomas il. Dyckman reached tho opposite

conclusion in one study but the same conclusion in a

I study (50, p. 1 75)

.

. rice-level changes

Although historical cost is used in accountin
.

statement preparation, it is an accepted fact that the
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•>ric> Level &aa risen al tantlally luring th« mat few

e
f

i-i. . S o prlee-level change-, nay caw c an entity

to ap;ioar to be growing faster than it i . tie a . g«ta

currently purchased, sapeolall/ the fixed assets,

usually cost more than they did in the past. Thus, an

entity nar &pp«ar to »va nere assets than it did in

the paat< n the etb r haiMtj If neat of an entity's

asset. | ••rchesed at a low pries Lerel, it \*ill

not coraparr veil in size with other entitlea

«

Vet incone is also affected by the price-level

changes. If costs arising in past oeriods are matched

8 "ain-t revenue of the current >erio', the net incone

r daring p »rieda of increasing price

levels than it v.'ouid daring a psrled of stabla cr

deer rices. For a UipJ , inventories u:^ed or

sold during a period may have been acquired in orior

periods at lower prices. For another example, depre-

ciation is basod on costs of fixed assets acquired in

prior periods—perhaps forty or fifty years before

the current period.

Arthur L. Thomas has made the following obser-

vation concerning the price-level trebl - : "It is

difficult t) aee hen' a rat-: »f r turn can mean

when it 5.
• calculated la tenis of a nixed aggregate of

unlike historical costs— some current, some stale,

liorno originating so far back in tine a;, virtually to

bo from another economy" (51, p« 576).
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rle«*l«Y«l ahangaa .. *y b« ~..>.i...c .. ;i g«n*rftl

prlo««l*T«l Chang* a . ..te ..rii.j-j.jv L Oh .

As aii prlaaa viu .u,, ,.. ba . . .-, pacjo of .>p~cilic

„ | bo caiiou ^.^ciiic ,>ric; LOT . I riural

pricj ;t.v,l is an avaraga of sp-cific prices, it is

oovious that ->peciiic prion Ohangaa arc not necesiarily

consistent with geriJiv^. prlo««l«T«l e.u tl , kh*y Bay

uvon bo In 'cue opposite direction.

• ..i . Lapllaa that an adjustment for ganaral

pric taj not result in comparability between

noeaantlng parloda* an adjaatatent for a gannrai ,.riee-

. .v^.. i Mild iJ.uit In comparabili If ono.y if each

apaalfl* ^.l-.u in the accounting aUu.jL.itj involved a

; ... rlon«*l«T«l ehi ual to kh< , ral price-

wml

Uniformity

Co.iiparabiiity of accounting statements between

enterprises is often referred to as the problem of

unifor.nity. Just as there are two principal reasons

for lack of comparability between accounting statements

of various years for a particular enterprise, there are

also a ft-* pilncipai reasons for lack of comparison

between entities.

ulornative me thuds

. jf alternative BMthoda aris^o hare

also. A company iuay be able to cnuos.. from several
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available methods of handling any particular problem

of recording and reporting financial data. oven entities

within a ^ivon industry do not necessarily choose the

same methods. A lack of comparability results.

jome writers ara severely critical of manage-

aeat'a u >f :utni.Uivoj. (Accounting Methods are

often the chuicj of .aanag j'jont . Important exceptions

are public utilities and other regulated entities. )

Steven S a Anrodor is an axaaf>l« of such writers. In

an article in Barron'

s

, Anreder say :

There are many aaknovledged alt rnatives by v.hich
u-uings can legally be exaggerated >r nlni iaed. . .

Accounting varies frea industry to industry. In
fact, Bt i aoapanies in th - field
practices are so diverse as to make comparisons
of aarni i than neaningfal (J>?,

Judgment

Another reason for the lack of uniformity

betwoen companies is the need for and dependence upon

judgment. Judgment varies from entity to entity.

.*looriitz suggests that less reliance may be placed upon

judgment in the future, but it is needed at the present:

As the basic analytical framework of accounting
beooaea ,.iuru firetfj ridelj
accepted, specific rules can be sot according to
soi.io prinoij '

,

balancing of conflicting forces, such as the cost
*. B H u . [ , . accuracy of Its,

the benefits to bo derived fran the resultant data,
and < Like, 01 tiif.ii fceljr •

' '• ' my
even be determinable by analytical means. Mean-
i .Ai..

,
jul aent ausl be roll the

function of more formal analysis ( 31 . p. 36).
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.rice-level changes

The price level is aluo involved in comparisons

' L',i 8 . ITiis includt's both the problem of

literal price levol and the problem of specific

rice lev

A comparison of accounting statements may

involve the accounting statements for different entities

for just one year. (A comparison between entities

ild include the statement:, for several years* As

i roblera of comparison within an enterprise has

just boon considered, it will not be reconsidered

hero. ) Prlee-level changes are a problem largely

because various entities acquirod their assets at

various points in time at various prloe levels. This

results in loss of comparability in both the balance

sheet and the income statement as the assets themselves

er in the balance sheet and expired assets appear

as Ln the income statement.

Management

Assuming a well-organized enterprise, it would

seem that management (internal users of accounting

statements) should receive or be in a position to acquire

any type of information they desire as long as it is

possible and economically feasible. They also should

have the opportunity to discuss the statements with

those who prepare them.
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This may not always be the case. Managers may

not understand accounting well '-n^ti a to know what con-

urtcJorli^ the preparation of accounting statements

and tha resulting inherent limitations of the state-

munts. As a result, managers may think accounting

statements provide more information than thoj actually

do provide »r that thoy ar Bora accurate than is

actually the case.

On the oth«r hand, suppose wu l
> have a

thorough knov;lodge of accounting. fhey reoognlsa tho

limitations which exist. This means they .oust Mkk«

oortain adjustments antl allovances <n\ their own. This

implies a lesser degree of reliance upon accounting

statements than would be the case if accounting state-

ments provided moro accurate and complete information.

Managers are interested in comparison~-both

comparison of the entity which they manage with other

entities and comparison of the current period with

previous periods. Such comparisons are essential to

the management areas of planning, controlling, and

evaluating. The problems of alternative methods and

price-level changes and the limitations caused by

concepts such as realization are drawbacks to manage-

ment.

[nvviitors and ProspoetlVfl r nvostors

Investors and orospective investors are faced

with doci..ii>ns cone Tni ng buying, holding, or sellin
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stock:. If published financial statements accurately

-itioi- and results of operations,

than Ml . ^t, lt'.: would bo vory usaful to investors

Li li I tori ir mat: in dc-cl:;ions.

:/ investors and prospective investors do

not iaak^ their decisions on the basin of published

rinicl. it*tea tits. This could I
' I <• one or

• r of suvorr>l factors:

1. Published finencial statement- -nay not -iv<;

quata information te form the basis for a

•-: I i

<>• r touroaa of information may bo mor<? help-

ful.

3. Inrestars end pro^.-c ctive investors may not

DAT* sufficient knowledge of accounting to use

the published financiaL statements.

of thc-so three possibilities probably has

some validity. L*h«d financial statements do not

give full and completely accurate information about

the entity. This is partly due to the use of the

accounting concepts vhich are used in statement prepa-

ration and whic'.i MAYS already been discussed. The

limitation on statement us.-fulnes;; caused by lack of

comparability between accounting periods and account-

ing entities has also been discussed. The published

financial statements may be so condensed that thoy

fail to ,ivo onough information.
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f!iw* annual report may be th.3 only contact most

investors have with a company. Sinc^ the publi,i!

financial statements are prepared largely for investors

and prospective investors, the statements may be some-

what biased. Thi s is possible even when they are

certified by independent certified public accountants.

This is possible due to the alternative accounting meth-

ods, the possibility of manipulating profits to some

extent, variations in presentation in the published

financial statements, and failure to emphasize unfavor-

able events and contingent events as much as the favor-

able ones.

The annual reports of large corporations

usually include th« financial statements, a mes

from the president or chairman of the board of directors,

and other information concerning factors such as pro-

ducts, growth, and plans for the future. These annual

reports tend to present a rosy outlook. It is hi,;hly

possible that, instead of trying to present all relevant

information as accurately and completely as is possible

and practical, annual reports may attempt to conceal

information.

Published financial statements may be of rather

limited use even to thoso who are familiar with account-

ing bocause they may intentionally withhold information

or present information in an ambiguous way. ..illiain

li. dinsmoro emphasizes this in a recent article in
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Harper's Ma^a/. Lm- . '...* !) LlOTOfl that corporate reports—

»f fch ' (lossiust and L«ast informf tivo art fonni:

of our time' 1,^3. p« -133)—go unroad by most of the

nt 17,000,000 stockholders. Ms is because the

r p«rt irOTldOl such llttlo information. "Aftor revi-

sions through OOUlltlesa drafts by accountants, auditors,

tronaorors, banker-directors, lawyorn, union mgoti-

rs, mnginmrntB, scientists, and purchasing agents,

the typical corporate; mossa.-c ends up freighted with

vague caneralixutiotr,, cJiche.i, half-truths, total

MlooioitO, unvubstaniatod claims, and downri.ht dis-

tortions" {53* P. 13*0 • Dinsroore believes the corporate

report has lagged far behind the time. '.• r are

millions of s^all investors now who want a report they

can read ftad 1

Joel Joan list; the following possible reasons

that MUMgoaoat may desire to limit the amount of pro-

fit report id :

1. To discourage potential competitors.

2. To woo the voting public and restrain the zeal
of antitrusters.

3. To restrain wage demands of organized labor.

U. To maintain customer good will.

5. To keep control undiluted.

6. To maintain pleasant working conditions (54,
p. 29).

Another criticism of ,-ublished financial state-

ments is that they providu investors with very little
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information concerning the future. Perhaps it is best

not to publish plans because this information would

become available to competitors. However, the sugges-

tion is sometimes made to include management's plans

in the published financial statements. Morton liacker

makes such a suggestion which he recognizes to be a

significant departure from current practice. His

suggestion is based on three propositions:

1. Decisions are macit. on future expectations;

Z. « ianning is a fundamental management respon-
sibility;

3. Stockholders are entitled to a knowledge of
management's profit plan and an explanation
of the causes for subsequent variations (55,
PP. 59-ouj.

Though there seems to be no general agreement

as to the purposes financial statements serve for

investor^, Robert l., uicitens and John u. Blackburn

suggest these two to sum up the goals of external

reporting

:

a. To provide the best possible basis for the
stockholder to project the earnings and finan-
cial condition ol a corporation.

b. io provide the best possible basis for evalu-
ating the performance of management. (56, p, 31**)

Whether management attempts to limit or conceal

information or not, it is obvious that published annual

reports could provide better information to guide

investors and prospective investors in making decisions.
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The second possibility suggested above as to

why investors and prospective investors do not use

published financial statements in making decisions is

that other sources of information nay be moro helpful.

This coui d involve a secondary use of the published

financial statements. Investors and prospective inves-

tors may acquire information from those who have care-

fully studied financial statements. The primary user

of the statements then would be the investment experts

. uch as investment brokers, financial periodicals and

news reports, and investment ma n a; •-•..'

r

-j for institutional

investors. If investors rely on secondary sources of

information, this could indicate that either they do

not possess sufficient knowledge of accounting to use

tc-'toments or they do not have the time (or do not

consider it worthwhile to use their time) to study

statements thom:.«iivas.

Another source of information which investors

and
t
>rosp t)Ctive investors may consider more useful

than publishod financial statements is the "hot tip"

source, The hot tip is information concerning whether

or not to buy, hold, or sell stock. It do j s not come

directly or indirectly from the published statements

and is supposedly not available to the general

public. If the hot tip is reliable it usually comes

from a source of information on the inside of an

ontity. Such information usually leaks out against
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the wishes of >nanagcment as a whole. Such information

may or amy not be reliable* and th • i of such infor-

is, is not reflection vi >on the pabllsho 1 financial

;t?.te-n?nts.

Still another source of information ssed by

iiv.tor l otive Investors aa a basis for

ieelsloaa is the record >f lividenis paid by ontiti.

It has air tady b m point d out that investor* st

1 in one or ier factor:; such as dividends,

elation, safety^ an:l diversity* If the investor

I ri'-iariiy interested in dividends, then the dividend

reoord is lapeelally significant. Bntltiea ore prevented

by 1" fro : paying dividends out of capital unless so

dated, Th-3 Investor raay be assured that the entity

rned at least as much incoia as the divides I ,ay-

>. Dividend records are not I to

tell the whole story. dividends paid in one period may

uings for thai. lerlod, as they may bo paid

from the earnings of prior periods. The dividend policy

of an entity is affected by its reported earnings. In-

vestors and prospective investors would bo wise to con-

sider I dished financial statements alon <, with the

dividend reoerda even though tuuir primary interest

may bo in dividends.

Another source of information ofton used by

I
v i

,,,• respective Investors La the dni^y report

of activities and prices on the stock markets. This
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information is certainly more current than annual reports

can be, •-'bsorvation of prices on the stock market over

rlod of time reveals trends which are useful in

making decisions, especially to investors interested

largely in appreciation.

Reaction to stock-market prices may be based

on decisions already made. That is, a decision may

have been made to hold stocks for a long period of

time. Day-to-day activities may be of interest to such

investors, but they will probably not be tho basis for

a decision.

Such investors, interested in the long run

rather than day-to-day activities, may compose a fairly

lar.^e ,;roup. A majority of stockholders are women. It

is likely that many of these woman have inherited stock

from their deceased husbands and depend upon dividends

from such stock as a portion of their income. Stock-

holders in this category are interested primarily in

tlM Lonft run.

n the other hand, an investor may have decided

to maximise his income in the short run. Chus, ha will

buy, sell, or hold at least partly on the basis of

daily stock-market activities. The use of stock-market

activities in making decisions is not necessarily an

indication that published financial statements fall

short of their objectives. Instead, different objectives

are fulfilled. Financial statements affect the market
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ricoy of stocks, u socially in the long run. CharL l

T. Horngron h3s said that the long-run stock pricas

nr .robably influenced by earnings >er share :noro than

by any other single factor {57, p. 56k),

It la apparent, then, that there are sources

of information which are more useful to investors and

potential inv^tors than are published financial state-

ments. This is partly because other sources of infor-

mation may provide a different type of information and

*«t different objectives. It is also because state-

ment users do not have an adequate knowledge of accounting

or because published financial statements do not present

relevant data as well as they could.

The third possibility suggested above as to

why investors and prospective investors do not use

published financial statements in making decisions is

that they may not possess sufficient knowledge of

accountin . uch investors must rely on other sources

of information. It is perhaps worse for one who is not

informed in accounting to attempt to use financial

statements than to rely entirely on other sources of

information

.

Accounting statements could bo more useful to

investors if they were prepared in such a way that they

could be understood and used by those who are not

experts in accounting. Arthur l« Gannon has said:

I want the expert accountant to make his own
decisions as to the impact of various forces and



factors. ... I do not vant to have to hire
another expert to interpret the accountants'
I tatoia'.nt* for ue . . .. It is the accountant's
task to interpret business operations for the

.it of those who have a ii-itinato in t. <

in thom (that is practically everybody), in
financial tunns that practically everybody can
understand (5tf, PP. U2-33).

other Bxt«mal tfi r

iixtornal j^or^ of accounting statements other

than investors and potential investors include creditors

and prospective creditors, social control a.^enai •.,

employees, labor unions, and th? goneral public. These

statement users may oa handicapped by the shortco.ui...

of accounting; statement:: and the problems involved in

their use which have already boon discussed in connection

with investors. Most of those statement users do have

an advantage ovr investors in that most of them do

rut h.v/.- to rely intirely on the published financial

.» tat.)iii'ntii. Creditors, potential creditors, and social

control ftgenoi«a >.iay usually ask for additional infor-

lod. Labor unions have many other factors

to consider other than accounting statenifiii;

Atenient users would find inprov.vl

accounting itatomencs useful. Their need is not as

laed of investors for improved accounting

statements.

.jummary

This chapter is the first in a series of four

chapters which discuss various measurement bases used
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fhe following; tlii-c clic.aor.-, offer alternatives

to the historical coi>t measurement basis. ?.ch of the

three alternatives offers L cussed and compared

with historical cost and the ofchor two alternatives.



CHAPTEH IV

CURKiiNT COST

Introduction

Historical cost, the measurement basis commonly

usoa in accounting; today, has certain advantages and

disadvantages which have been discussed in the preceding

chapter. Alternatives to the historical cost concept

are discussed in this and the following two chapters.

These alternatives are current cost, net realizaoic

value, and discounted cash flow.

The current cost concept is the to,.ic of the

present chapter. Current cost is the toriii ouoson to

include many variations of market value and replace-

ment cost. .-ievcrai of those variations are discussed

and classified into two types:

1. Variations which separate income into

a. Holding gains and losses, find

b. Operating income, and

U. Variations which recognize income on a pro-

duction basis,

ihe second ty I ftlflO li stinguish holding gains

and losses from othor income. These two types of

- „.
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concepts will bo oomi>ar^<1 on the host? of usefulness,

objectivity, and f«a sibll ity.

current cost concept will be romwrpd with

hist^rici'l cost on the basis of the criteria suggested

in Chapter 11: relevance (usefulness), objectivity,

and feasibility. ^uantif iability will not be discussed

as this is a characteristic of both measurement methods,

income

A major difference between economic concepts

of income and accounting concepts of income is a matter

of timing. when should income be recognized'/ Or when

snouid an increment in value be recognized/ This is

also the major difference between various accounting

concepts.

Income is sometimes thou lit of as an increment

in value due to above-average decision-making ability

or as a payment for risk taking. This can logically

be defined as wages instead of income; income is tnen

defined as an unexpected increment in value. income

as used in this stuay means both unexpected increments

in value ( pure profit) and increments due to above-

average uecision-maKing ability and risk taking.

Accounting income also includes interest on capital.

income is not necessarily recognized when it

arises, tnat is, when an increase in value takes place.

Determination of when an increment in value takes place

should be of at least some value in determining when
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to racu^ni.i,i: such an increiuent. *oi this purpose, the

L.Ubiiife.st> ^ioco»a ..tuy be divided into its components:

purchasing, pioauction, holding, and selling, incre-

ments in value may take place aue to any one or all of

these activities. Ln current practice, no attempt is

usually made to determine when an increment takes place,

and the entire income la recognised in connection with

the selling process as was pointed out in Chapter III

in the dls0ussion of the historical cost .•aauraamnt

basis. Such income includes income due to above-average

decision-uiaking ability, risk taking, pure profit, and

implicit interest.

Die nere act of purchasing does not croat a

value increment according to current accounting procedure,

The increm ;nt iuo to production is usually measured in

terms of the historic cost of the Lngradlaata added.

Jf the use of manpower, the use of nana^iiurit, ani tno

U53 of land and capital in the form of current ty.

of capital and ooaratin g facilities are combined to

form a product or service, the boox value of that pro-

duct is the combined total of the cost of the ingre-

dients. The measurement of the cost of the ingredients

may be difficult to determine and may require some use

of estimates. Usually, no effort is made to determine

whether :>r not an increase in value takes place due to

holding an asset over a period of time.
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lent a iii value to ta'c

pL.ic . activities: purchasing, production,

holding, and selling. Alt r>ti/ )a to cuirsnt pffmetise

even suggest the r^co^ni tion of S«eh increments at the

time the activity taxes place. It has been suggested

in Chapter III that profit is due to the ontire business

,jroce:,s. Ihus, the net raali/.aM. vc.luc tonsept v.ould

give recognition to any increment in value during an

nccourtin., niriod, regardless of which nctivity >-ave

rise to such increments. A distinction Bight or mi lit

not necessarily be made betwoen the increments arising

from Use various activities. This will be discussed

in raore detail in Chapter V.

Current cost concepts vary, but they *f>S

designed to Measure separately incomo from production

and soliin." or income from holding and soiling. This

chapter includes a discussion of this point,

I'rice-lovol Adjustment Assumption

in this chapter on current cost it is assumed

that appropriate adjustments will be made for changes

in the cenerai price level as well as changes in

individual prices. Ihis is necessary in order for the

capital accounts to reflect the same amount of purchasing

power.

The concept of purchasing power attains its
validity from the accounting objective to di-.~

viu uish between invested capital and income.
Income results only if a person or firm is better
off at the end of a period than he or it »as at
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the beginning of that period. Capital must bo
maintained in terms of its purchasing power for
a firm to be as wall off at the end of the
period as it was at the beginning (59, p. U3U).

The inrestoent purchasing power of the firm
oan ba viewed from at least three different IsvjIs,
(1) It may bo assumed that capital maintenance

lies to tne ability of tha firia to relttYSSt in
an equal quantity of investment goods in general.
(2) I geoonrf assumption is that ths firm v/ill
usual xy invest in capital goods of the same
industry and it i ri this purchasing pover that
should be Maintained. \Ji A third assumption is
that the firm will usually purchase investment

<.-ods similar to what it has acquire I in the past;
each firm has a unique investment and reinvestment
pattern that would serve as the basis for the
computation of a firm purchasing power index
(59. P. U36).

It is this first concept of purchasing power

'hich is assumed in this chapter.

Variations of the Current Cost Concept

Current cost concepts are intended to measure

changes in the specific prices as contrasted with

general price-ievel changes. Etsf lection in financial

statements of specific price changes is not a new idea,

the following quote is taken from *, A. iaton's Account-

ing Theory which was published in 1922:

It is above all important that the accountant's
statements present a& ficcurateiy sa possible a
picture of current data in terms oC the actual
dollar as of the date of the statements. And
this is not a matter Of general price lOYOSMRts

—

which nay be said to express the fluctuations
in the significance »f .ioney--but of specif lo
pries an.J value changes (90, p« S29)«
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trda and "jii's iJonc<i jt

I of the recent iiscussions of current cost

is the book. Hie Theory and Measurement of nusin».,j

Inc3.no , by jJ„ar -^. Mvarda and Philip v. Ball, Many

of the ideas are drawn from other sources; some of the

theory is original.

cdnrards and Jell present the thesis that "It

is in the evaluation of business decisions . . that

the demand for accounting data exists" (32, p. 3).

Their goal is to arrive at methods of measurement which

are useful in the evaluation of business decisions. Two

BieasuTincni; oincrots are eventually suggested, and one

of them is chosen as the better of tho two.

tsdwards and Bell are primarily concerned with

the use of accounting data by mana^emunt . In g -neral

ric, they enu.iura t« th~ uses mode by —nagawwt ,f

aocountin . \oc >un ting, through comparison of actual

events uith expected events, contributes:

1. to the control of current events in the pro-
duction process,

2. to the formulation of better decisions in the
future, and

3. to the mn-Uf Ication of the decision-making
process itself (32, p. h).

Although the emphasis of the book is upon the

use of accounting data by management, the same data is

useful for external purposes. external users are also

interested in evaluation—tho evaluation of management.
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The same measurement concepts suggested for management

are also .juries ted for most external users.

Barljr in the development of their theory, the

authors put forth the premise that "in order to describe

completely and truthfully with present accounting

techniques the current position of a firm and its profit

as it accrues, recorded costs must be equal to market

values" (32, p. H), Knowledge of the current position

of the firm is necessary in tho evaluation of decisions.

The problem is to find a workable measure of market value,

What is market value V Edwards and Bell suggest

more than one possible market value. Valuo may vary

as to the form of asset, date of price, and type of

market. fhe form of asset may be initial, present, or

ultimate. The date of price may be past, current, or

future. ("ho type of market may be either entry or exit.

This gives a total of eighteen possible values. Table 3

is their presentation of those eighteen values of which

the six underlined concepts are the ones the authors

consider significant (32, p. 77) . The authors are

responsible for the names of thi; concepts.

Current practice uses largely historic costs

as the ba^ib of valuation. i'rofits are the difference

be two en current valuos and historic costs, and, according

to the realisation concept, are not recorded until a

sale is made. Thus, past ontry values of initial inputs

doniin^tt. Liu accounting records.
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TABU 3

AN ARRAY OF VALUE CONCEPTS

N. Form and
N. place of

N.a s s e t s

Value n^

date, N.

market ^v
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or raw materials) were sold (without further processing)

outside the firm at the best prices immediately obtain-

able" (32, p. 79). Realizable operating profit is

determined by substracting the opportunity cost of

assets prior to production from the opportunity cost

after production. Realizable operating profit is the

increment in value due to production only. No profit

is attributable to a change in valuntion method.

. izabio capital gains are the gains due to

the increase in opportunity cost over time. iuch
s
ains

aro computed by substracting the opportunity costs of

assets at the beginning of a holding period from that

at the end of the period. iidwards and liell havo divided

time into holding periods and production periods for

simplicity. in actual practice, this cannot bo done.

fli .; ,;ame results can be obtained by determining the

increase in specific prices over a period of time if

no change took place in production.

Realizable profit is, then, the difference

between opportunity costs at the beginning of a period

and opportunity costs at the end of the period. Real-

izable profit is duo to a change in value due to

production and a change in value ovor time. "The

opportunity cost basis for record-keeping has this

unique characteristic: except for the initial acqui-

sition of inputs, all gains and losses can be attri-

buted either to changes in form or to changes in date
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and none can bo attributed to changes in tho method

of valuation itself" (32, p. 88).

The usn of opportunity cost in the realisable

profit concept Invjlvas r\n oddity 'hen work-in-process

is concerned. Work-in-.,:>roco ss is usually considered

•orth at loast the total of the inputs. But

this is not necessarily true. Moonitz say^ that it

is not usually true:

In the H •, vprk in oroc33s and f ini ••'led

fjoods are assumed to bo worth more than raw mate-
rials by the amount of labor and othor productive
costs added; this it a rational attitude if the
inventories will be disposed of in the normal
course of business of a going concern. As others
have pointed out, however, the immediate market
(liquidation) value of wurk in process is usually
low compared with the market value of the mate-
rials before processing (31, p. kO

)

.

Moonitz illustrates this with an example of

printed pages of a book. The vork-in-process (printed

pages before they are bound together into a book) ere

worth less than the paper used. The printed page:- are

almost worthless to anyone other than the firm re-

ducing the book. It would seem that .Moonitz would

not agree with the use of Sdwards and Bell'* oppor-

tunity cost ftfl a logical and useful basis for measure-

ment of work-in-process.

Opportunity cost may be as /*roet as net realiz-

able value, especially in the case of fini^hod /'nods.

rtunity cos'; seldom exceeds net realizable value.

Such a situation would usually indicate that the firm
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should sell the ^.oods immediately instead of carrying

such goods through anticipated channels.

..dv.ards and Bell classify realizable profit as

a short-run concept of profit:

if this gain, which includes both operating profit
and capital gains, exceeds interest on the oppor-
tunity cost of the firm's assets at the beginning
of the period, the owners were wise to permit the
business to operate during the period rather than
discontinuing it at the beginning of the period.
The existonce of a gain informs the owners and
others that the shortrun cost of operating the
business has been covered (32, p. 9& )

.

This short-run concept, operating profit, indicates

whether the firm should use the particular asset or

set of assets rather than liquidate. The authors

believe it indicates very little about whether or not

the production process is worth extending beyond the

life of the particular asset or assets (32, pp. 100-1).

The second measurement concept suggested by

lidwards and Bell is called business profit. Business

profit is composed of current operating profit and

realizable cost savings.

Current operating profit, ono of the components

of business profit, is computed by substracting current

cost before some production takes place from current

value after tne production takes place. Current value

and current cost are two of the oighteen value concepts

listed in fable 3. Current cost is an entry value;

current value is an exit value. Current cost is defined

as "the cost currently of acquiring the inputs which
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the firm used to produce Um assets bein - valued"

(32, p. 70). Current values are defined as "values

actually r alised durin the current prrio.l for voods

i rvices sold" (32, p. 79).

Realisable cost savin a are feha Lneraaaaa in

current costs over time. realizable cost savings for

1 are. confuted by substractin Um current

innin of a period fr^n th« ciirr nt

costs at the; end of the period.

ness profit includes, then, r pro-

fits on a production basis and realizable profit on a

time ; , . a] Lz J La used by ti authors to refer

)fits measured by an external transaction such as

a sale.

erds and Hell break down the realization

, .. j two parts: production basis and ti

basis. Table U indicates the differences in the makeup

of accoutitin _>rofit and the authors' business profit

and r profit. The table indicates that busi-

ness profit Is auc'i n ;aror to accountin profit than

realizable profit is. The Jiff Tcnc. . t acoount-

i i iroflt and business profit is the way in which

es-s in value (sp< alfle prises) over
I

; Ls is not meant to imply that the differ-

ric • is small or insignificant.)

business profit concept abandons the reali-

zation principle on a time basis. hen the realization
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principle is abandoned in both of its dimensions, we

have a concept of profit based on opportunity cost, a

concept we have termed realizable profit" (32, p. 27k),

TABLE k

A COMPARISON OF REALIZATION AND H^ALIZABLii CRT

>;ntry values
(realization
princi . L :

production
basis)

Ixit values
(realizable
principle

:

production
basis )

Historic values
(realization
principle

:

time basis)

Current values
(realizable
principle

:

time basis)

acoountin;;
profit

business
profit

historic
values

realizable
profit

Edwards and Bell consider business profit

their lonrj-run concept of profit as opposed to realiz-

able orofit, their short-run concept. They feel that

business profit is not only more useful to internal

users but also more useful to external users than

realizable profit. However, since each profit concept

serves a different purpose, the ideal situation would

be the incorporation of both concepts in the account-

ing record;,. The acoounts could bo made flexible

enough to accomplish this. If the accounting records

are to include only one of these two concepts, tidwards
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and Bell would choose business profit as boing the more

useful of the two.

A separate adju? tment for increases in the

general price lovol is assumed in both the realizable

profit and the business profit concepts.

Sprouse and Moonitz's Concept

In Accounting Research Study Number 3 entitled

"A Tentative Set of Broad Accounting Principles for

Business enterprises," Robert T. Sprouse and Maurice

Moonitz emphasize a current cost concept. They list

three exchange prices which may be used for pricing

(valuing) assets.

a. A past exchange price, e.g., acquisition cost
or other initial basis. .hon this basin is
used, profit or loss, if any, on the asset
boing priced will not be recognized untiL sale
or other transfer out of the business entity.

b. A current exchange price, e.g., replacement
cost. When this basis is used, profit or loss
on the asset being priced will be recognized
in two stages. The first stage will recognize
part of the gain or loss in the period or

rlods fro-n time of acquisition to time of
usage or other disposition; the second stage
will recognize the remainder of the gain or
loss at the time of sale or other transfer
out of the entity, measured by the difference
between sale (transfer) price and replacement
cost. This method is still a cost method; an
asset priced on this basis is being treated
as a cost factor awaiting disposition.

c. A future exchange price, e.g., anticipated
seLling .:rio-> . h Mi this basis is used, pro-
fit or loss, if any, has already been recognized
in the accounts. \ny asset priced on this basis
is, therefore, being treated as though it were
-i receivable , in that .sale or other transfer
out of the business (including conversion into
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ca?h) will result in no gain or loss, e c««pt
for any interest (discount) arising from the

sage of tirna (2, pp. 23-24).

The 9«o«nd , trr«nt exshan -» p**ico or

eea«nt cost, is feb.6 prli ioh is of articular

concern in this chapter. And it is the price which

Sprouse and Moonitz fe«l is of most significance.

The third price, future exchange price, is the preferred

method of measurement for most assets according to the

authors. Because of the lack of objectivity of future

exchan -e prices, the authors fool that a current

exchange price may be better for the measurement of

assets such as inventories, plant and equipment, and

land. Sprouse and Moonitz believe "measurement of

inventories at not realizable value is the preferred

method whennv^r ctM measurement is objectively deter-

minable" (2, p« 23). Replacement cost is the next

best valuation for inventories, and it is the best one

to use when net realizable value cannot be objectively

determined.

.icemo-nt cost is not a self-explanatory

tsr'n. The term "replacement cost" has many meanings:

The term has been used to mean the anticipated
cost of replacing an asset when it will be retired,
the current cost of replacement of a precisely

. L .illar asset or bulldiiy; in the same location,
the cost to obtain an asset that will provide the
same service.; ^>s the existing asset, the current
value of the service provided by the existing
asset or to be provided throughout the ramaining
life of the asset, and the original cost adjusted
by jecific cost indexes (5')t p. U-'?).
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Considering inventories first, rau materials

and other inventory items which require no processing

seem least troublesome. Replacement cost would seem

to be the cost of buying these items in the usual

quantities from the usual vendors at current prices

rather than the prices which were actually paid some-

time in the past. Referring to Table 3, this would

be what hidwards and Bell call current costs.

The meaning of the term replacement cost is

not quite as clear when work-in-process or finished

floods are involved. Do Sprouse and Moonitz mean the

current cost of the initial inputs or the cost of

replacement of the inventory item by purchase of the

item in its present form? The former possibility

would be the sana as Edwards and Bell*s current costs

while the latter possibility would bt the same as

their present costs. In general present costs would

be larger than current costs. Present costs would

ordinarily include not only the initial costs of the

inputs but also the value of the utility added to the

inputs by the production process.

If present costs are used in pricing work-in-

process and finished goods, this would usually result

in recognizing some profit due to production before

an actual sale or delivery takes place. Sprouse and

Moonitz do not seem to be recommending this. They

indicate several times that the use of a current
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replacement cost would recognize only holding gains

and losses until actual sale. This indicates that

their current replacement cost would be the same as

lidwards and Bell's current cost concept and not their

present cost concept.

Sprouse and Moonitz's discussion of the

measurement of assets indicates that their current

replacement cost does not recognize revenue due to

production. The explanation of replacement cost

already quoted does not make this clear. It merely

states that part of the rain or loss on an asset is

recognized in one stage and part in another. The

explanation does not label or explain what K*in or

loss is recognized in each stage. In a later passage

in which the authors aro pointing out the advantages

of the current replacement cost concept, they say:

"The use of current (replacement) cost has the further

advantage of introducing a clear-cut distinction in

the accounts between profit from holding an item

through a price rise or fall, and profit from 'operat-

ing margins,* that is, the difference between sales

price and current (replacement) cost of the goods

sold" (2, p. 29). This clearly indicates that the

use of current replacement costs would result in the

recognition of holding gains and losses in one stage

and normal operating profit (increase in value due to

production) in another sta^e.
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In setting out what they intended to say about

.ition, the authors said, "We propose to use a

classification ti.at distinguish*! among (a) the amount

attributable to chanj-.fcs in tVie dollar (price-level

changes/, (bj the amount attributable to the acquisi-

tion of goods and service;; prior to their utilization,

and (c) the amount attributable to sales in a current

market" (d t p. 17 )• This obviously postpones recog-

nition of changes in utility due to the production

process until final sale.

oo far, it seems quite clear what Sprouse and

••alta .Bean by current replacement cost. It seams

to mean the same thing as adwards and Bell's current

costs concept* that is, the current entry cost of

initial Inputs. However, a later comment by 'Sprouse

and Moonitz confuses the concept. In comparing their

concept with current procedure, they say, "By the use

of current replacement cost, a change in 'utility* is

recognized la the period when the change takes place"

(2, p. 31). Hie word "utility" is perhaps a poor

term. Up to thi^ point in their discussion, the

authors had indicated that the use of a current replace-

ment cost would give rise to a holding gain or lossj

that is, the change in the specific price of the asset

would be recognized. A change in the specific price

of an asset .nay be thought of as a change in the utility

of that asset. 1'his concept would consider utility as
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Lntlre 1 I itlre t) the utility of sth

11 Ln utility" a

different cone tful-

of an asset, an.! that is the purpose of most

business enterprises— to Ln utility. A ucinu-

nr r or at . utilitj Lnputa

• n . Mho] and re t;_ :
i

rlngin i in tin so .

If and Moeaitz are usin . utiLity in

this latter, str« costeon, an J , they are contra-

dictir. what they have already said and art. res

aiendin the recognition of j v ,.,_ on s production

basi: . this writer b« Lievea the authors in

I • » an in of utility t.nd ;.-v 1 Lj) as la

poorly chosen term,

Sprous: and Moonitz nak< another ciai.u for

I ir current cost concept which is not quite what it

ay

:

use of current (replae< tent) cost as the oasis
for inventory measurement eliminates the need for
any ;l«n as to the flc% of actual cost
incurred. The current cost of inv .1, :ri i

sane whether tij • related underlyin r ocrds and
tax returns are based on an assumption of a last-
la, first-out f >

. jf actual costs incurred, a
first-in, first-out flow, a weighted arerage, or

clfic Identification (2, p. 29),

first lenteno Lmply there i nc

imption, 1 11 eond 1 mtenc

te at all booai . , an

• • I ' I Per . mis. Hi.
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n l be made and the records must be kept at least for

tax returns.

i.von if the tax problom is ipnorod, an assump-

tion still seems necessary to show the realized i n<!

unrealized elements of profit. As ciprouso and Aloonitz

have very little to say concerning the distinction

between realized and unrealized profits, they appar-

ently do not feci the distinction is very significant

er.cept frr certain uses of accounting. The following

statement is ono of their few comments concerning

unrealized elements of gain in connection with inven-

tories:

The amount of the "unrealized" elument is of
significance in connection with income taxes and
may b-2 with respect to the legal aspects of divi-
dend policy. The disclosure of this amount is
readily accomplished by reporting the extent and
the effect of the adjustment made to beginning and
ending inventories (2, p. 30).

If a distinction is to be made for any reason

between realized and unrealized elements of profit,

then an assumption as to the cost flow of inventories

must be made and appropriate underlying records must

be kept,

Sprouse and Moonitz also recommend the use of

current cost for plant and equipment. Net realizable

value does not seem applicable:

They do not represent potential revenues, as do
the inventories, and therefore are not amenable
to tr«at.nont as though thoy were receivables,, As

a consequence "net realizable value" has no
relevance, except as a measure of scrap or second-
hand value . . . (2, p. 33 >

.
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The elimination of net realizable value as a

possible valuation concept leaves a choice between

past cost and current cost. Sprouse and Moonitz chouse

current costs:

In the external reports, plant and equipment
should be restated in terms of current replacement
costs whenever some significant event occurs, such
as a reorganization of the business entity or its
merger with another entity or when it becomes a
subsidiary of a parent company. riven in the absence
of a significant event, the accounts could be
restated at periodic intervals, perhaps every five
years (2, p. 3** )

.

Such use of current replacement costs would

{^ive rise to holding sain s and losses.

Accounting Us search Study Number 3 is not

intended to be a detailed set of rules. This is

especially noticeable in the discussion concerning

plant and equipment. Their discussion is obviously a

general one. Questions such as how to arrive at cur-

rent replacement costs are not discussed. The authors

merely mention the possibility of using index numbers

and leave further discussion for others.

In another source jorouse emphasizes the need

for current values. He believes that "if financial

reports are to provide relevant information concernin
.

a corporation whose shares of stock and other securities

are continuously changing hands and whose economic life

is viewed as indefinite, attention must be focused upon

the objective (that is, impartial) measurement of wealth

and changes in wealth at the time such changes occur "

(60, p. 6HU ).
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"Tho failure to rej>ort a measurable gain merely

because it has not yet been transformed into cash is

not impartial; it represents conscious bias in favor

of prospective creditors and investors" (60, p. 692).

Sprouse feels that accounting should provides information

which is relevant for making decisions. Here again,

> >rojso is recommending the use of current market values

and replacement costs.

Other Current Cost Concepts

Accretion .-- The accretion concept may be

thought of as a current cost concept. The accretion

concept defines income as "an increase in economic

power which can be measured with reasonable objectivity"

(61, p. Ik),

udward Phillips gives the following list of

income concepts to show how the accretion concept

compares with other concepts as to objectivity:

1. l
Jsychic income

2. bconoutic present value income

3. Accretion income

U. Accrual accounting income

5. Cash basis accounting income

'Accretion recognizes income if the increase

in value is reasonably measurable; &,";,, reflected in

increased market value" (6l, p. 17).

Phillips believes conceptual reasonableness

is sacrificed for objectivity as you go down the list.
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"The case for the accretion concept rosts on the propo-

sition that nar'cet values are sufficiently more objective

than computed :>ro»«nt values to justify their use

l«splt« the loss of conceptual soundness and that the

further gain in objectivity does not justify waitin

for 'realization' as presently defined" (6l, p. 17).

"economic prosont value income'' is similar, if not the

same as discounted cash flow.

Under the accretion concept, expenses as well

as revenues are recogniaed when "reasonably measur-

able." This, not the matching concept, determines

timing of expensos and rsvenuss.

Horngren's proposal .--Charles T. Horngren

proposes a current oost concept which includes a

liberal recognition test and a strict realization

test. The rules for realization include recognition

as the first of three rules:

1. Uecognltlon— Sufficiently definite, verifiable
evidence to permit objective measurement of a
valu? increase.

2 » Market transaction—An event "originated by
tho voluntary interaction between the account-
in", unit and some other unit" (62, quoted from
63, P. U).

gods or g e rv i c o s rendered--The "removal of
restrictions against assets" (62, quoted frri
61*, p. 32).

Fhus, revenue may be recognized without reali-

zation taking place. Revenue recognized would include

"(a) holding gains related to assets still on hand
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plus (b) pains attributable to current exchange trans-

actions" (62, p. 326).

fhus, tiorngren's concept of r>co~nltijn wojld

not include an increase in valu-j duo to ,>to iuc ti?n.

Valuations used in determining the nmiiant of rerouue

to be recognized would probably *>•-> thj currant cojt of

iiiiuts.

Hornpron's concept is a coinoro->ii se >lan aimed

at reconciling the two extreme sides to income report-

ing :

The trouble is that practicing accountants some-
times adhere too stubbornly to original expectations
as being overriding, while their critics lean toward
measuring happenln«^s as early as jossible without
worrying about (a) some loss of objectivity, or
(b) how the decision finally turns out as a whole,
la light of original expectations, and (c) the
financial and tax implications of their not income
measure (62, p. 328).

riorngren recommends this combination of recog-

nition and realization. This would Involve the use of

two income concepts presented simultaneously.

AAA Committee .--in 1^04 the American Accounting

Association Committee on Concepts and Standards--

inventory Measurement recommended replacement cost for

the valuation of inventory items. This recommendation

was in the form of "supplementary Statement No. 2" to

the 1937 revision of 'Accounting and Reporting Standards

for Corporate Financial Statements" (65).

Their replacement cost concept for inventories

would separate holding gains and losses from operating
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revenues and expenses. Replacement cost would involve

for a manufacturer the "current (replacement) cost of

each element of the total cost of the inventory units"

{65, p. 710).

The committee did not apree on who the r or not

holding gains and losses should be considered as

realized. Three Members of the committee (Firmin,

Hepworth, and Wixon ) believe that replacement cost

evidence is "sufficiently definite and objective" to

regard holding ;;ains and losses as realized. The

other three members (llorngren, Mautz, and /.latkovich)

believe that both holding gains and losses should be

regarded as unrealized until the goods to which they

relate are sold (65» p. 709).

The Most Hesirable of fcfca

Current Cost Concepts

The previous section is large Ly composed of a

discussion of various current cost concepts. This is

not intended as a complete list of concepts because

the possible variations are great. These concepts

discussed are thought to be representative.

These concepts may be classified as to those

which soparato increase in value into operating income

and holding gains and those which recognize increases

in value due to production.
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Holding f.ains and losses

Some of the current cost concopts discussed

in Um previous section report holding gains and losses

Such holding gains and losses are recognized as th<*y

arise. 411 other increases in ralue are not recognized

until a sale (or other currently accepted hasis for

recognition) takes olace. This amounts to roeo ni/.in.,

increases in the value of inputs as such increases in

value take place due to the holding activity of the

enterprise, but it does not recognize inorease s in

value due to any other of the business activities until

the final sale takes plac». The reporting of holding

gains and losses separately from revenues and expenses

due to regular operations can be useful in evaluating

business performance.

Supposedly, all revenues and expenses othor

than holding gains and losses are due to the operations

of the business. On the other hand, holding gain- and

losses may not bo as simple. They cannot be assumed

to always be purely a matter of luck as there may be

plannin g involved. Management may foresee a rise in

the price of certain inventory items and purchase

quantities large enough to create a holding gain. r,

as a result of poor planning, management may have over-

stocked certain inventory items while facing foresee-

able price declines of those particular items. Such

gains and losses are duo to the actions or lack of
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actions of mana(;yn;cnt; they are not just a matter of

luck. Holding gains and losses may result from

decisions \>y BWn»g «.nt.

hi re arn definite advantages of separating

holding gains Md iOS9»S fron operating income. If

they arc not removed, then income int>y inc3u<!^ not only

the operating income but also holding ,".ains and losses

of the current period and past periods applicable to

asset*, sold or used up during the current j-riod. If

holding gains and losses are separated from operating

profit each period, tnen the changes in value duo to

holding activities for the given period are known

separately from such changes in value during othor

periods. The operating profit is known and can usually

be attributable to management and not just luck.

On the other hand, Q . Edward Philips suggests

that the reparation of holding gains and losses from

other revenue and expense serves little purpose:

All business activity is directly or indirectly
related to the production of goods and services,
and it is impossible logically to split off gains
and Josses as bein» unrelated to such production.
o-oalloct productive operations are continually

affectod in a myriad of ways by things outside
the control of management. Fhus it is also
impossible to distinguish revenues and expenses
as those thing3 over which management has control
(66, p. 7f>3>.

I aalltT of gains and losses

As has previously been pointed out, this chap-

ter assumes adjustments for changes in the general
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price level. Changes In the general price level result

from changes in individual prices. If all individual

prices change at the same rate, an adjustment for

changes in the general price level would be the only

adjustment needed. Current cost concepts which result

in the separation of holding gains and losses from

operating income would be unnecessary because such

gains and losses would not exist.

Since specific prices do not vary at the same

rate, then holding gains and losses do exist. on the

average, as many specific prices will be below the

general price level as will be above it. Therefore,

for the entire group of goods used in computing the

general price-level change, the total holding losses

will equal the holding gains. For an economy as a

whole, holding losses will be equal to holding gains.

Although all holding gains and losses cannot

be attributable to luck and all other gains and losses

attributable to the effectiveness of management, this

writer feels there is much value in such a separation.

This gives a starting point for an analysis of how

profit came about. Holding gains and losses are a

matter of luck to the extent that price changes cannot

be predicted; other income is usually due to the

effectiveness of management. Holding gains and losses

are attributable to the correct periods, and this is

an aid in evaluating results.
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Production Income

i curr nc cost concepts would result in the

lition of production income—that increas • in

utility reduction—before an actual sal' takes

place. rhe accretion concept and the realizable pro-

fit (opportunity costs) eonoept diioussod previously

i v.i d s

.

i'ii- production process adds utility to a pro-

duct, production is here used to refer to all. activi-

ties fco cr at ;oods and services, other than

holding activities, and not just to the physical com-

bination of materials or working with materials. If

the production process is successful, a product is

produced which has economic value greater than the

inputs.

Reed K, Storey has the folio-wing to say about

ietion

:

i I is true in both manufacturing and .a? rclian-

dialog business. Both kinds of enterprise create
utility since man cannot create material ;oods.

can merely rearrange and move joods so as to
make then nor' > rrieeable* Fhls la rrlee

rforaed by botli traders and manufacturers
(67, p. 14-50).

Current cost concepts which reeoil ltd th.

nition of th iin:r * nt in vaLue attributable

to production seem to be fewer in number than thos^

earrent cost concepts which eaptmalae the recognition

of holding rains and losses. Edwards and Bell present

two curr.-nt cost conc.pty but leleet th an anion
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ins end losses. Their oppor-

tunity cost, or realizable profit, concept is considered

i ful of the two Co

Li conclusion is that a current cost

concept which emphasizes the distinction b aer-

ating profits and holding aim; ami. Loss< s but loo.i not

rocof;niz: production income unti. fcb tii of salt would

Liber b t easily measured concept or would be

the most useful current coit concept. The prevalence

of such cone pts in accountin , literature would imiicat-

this. Bdvards and Bell reached the conclusion that it

: b ;ost ! sirabl .

I why would this be ti-u .y would this

typo of curr.nt cost cone »t be nost Aeslrable? Criteria

St Lii nd of Chapter II will be used hr r . .

n x
>ossibility is that this oenoept in m r

feasible because it is closer to current practice than

a cone pt which would resognisa production income.

This would cr:at< s loss radical change and would

rsicr to understand.

Another possibility is that a current co.»t

cone l pises r-rw notion ine

to a njt realisable value concept that fcha n t r aiiz-

va,u seaaept might b r saepted rath r

than tii snrreat cost eeneept. a comparison of

realisabl vu.u concepts with current cost concepts

is iric in tho foiloiw r.
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ui^i another possibility involves objectivity,

fhe diffax-^iic e betvaan the t.>

o

af aurrant seat

ooncopt.. l1 jJ In fcbls chapter is in the raeagnl tion

of production laeoaM prior to aala, '!v.ii, fcha difference

LaVolTtta fcha valuation of in van tori. >.: . Obtaining .msure-

.iioilt of ;>u input.i > < •
•• '.

I
' i i ^ ivan tori a.--, Ij Lively

co bf lOra objective than obtaining aeasuroment 3f an

inventory lean jusc as Lt 1». Tn ^enural, there is a

ready r for inputs; naasnramant ii readily avail-

. . irttlj th>:r^ ii ftlaa a ready narkat for tho

final produotj a;-,airi, measurement is readily available,

tiut in betrfean the two points--durin,f produc tion--a

market for the product, in whatever form it iiappens to

have, may not exist. The current cost of the inputs

i;»a> be easier to determine (feasibility) and more objec-

tively dataradnad,

>^a of a current cost concept which rs<

tils* a increments of value :u i to pradnatlan daaa not

necess&iily proclude the computation I ins

and lasses. Juch computation would require aa

measure of ro t
>li cement cost of inputs as veil as a

measure ei fch* value of items in their prevent, form.

, this type of aurraitt aoat concept could have the

advaatAgaa -f both typ-'is. Ihc difficulty and MptMl

of finding bok iraa af value could moan that a

I >n af holding Gains ua from production

incacua on inventory items still on hand may be highly

impractical

.
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Omitting Increments In value due to production

on inventory items still on hand often proves to be

feasible. For example, if approximately the same

amount of inventory at the same stages of production

is on hand at the end of each period, then net income

is the same for any given period whether inventory

valuation includes the increment in value due to pro-

duction or not. There will be a misstatement of value

on the balance sheets, but tne error is approximately

the same on the beginning balance sheet as on the last,

and the relevance (usefulness) of the statements is not

materially affected.

If there is very little work-in-process or

finished c.oods at the ends of the accounting periods,

then omission of production income on such inventory

items is of little significance.

i'erhaps it is for these practical reasons that

writers advocate current cost concepts which emphasize

holding gains and losses and not increments in value

due to production. Current cost concepts which empha-

sise holding gains and losses do have the advantage of

greater objectivity and feasibility than other current

cost concepts. on the other hand, current cost concepts

which measure income on a production basis have greater

relevance because they result in a closer approximation

to value and because holding gains and losses may be

measured by these concepts also.
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Comparison with the His torica l

Cost Concept

The preceding section has been a discussion

jf th b current cost conoept— or variations of the

current coat concept. The preceding chapter was a

di>cuj;i'jri of tho historical cost measurement basis

with emphasis on th p current realization concept. t"he

• r tit section will be a discussion of the implications

of the current cost concept. These implications are

brought out by comparing the current historical cost

concept with the current cost concepts.

Usefulness

Une of the criteria suggested at the end of

Chapter II to be used in comparing measurement methods

was usefulness, or relevance. Is historical cost or

current cost more relevant to those who use accounting

data?

In Chapter I, it was assumed that all users

of financial data wished to know financial position

and results of operations. To the extent that uconomic

value (the present value oi future net cash flows) is

an accurate (or more nearly accurate) indicator of

financial position and income, then current cost is

more relevant than historical cost. Economic utility,

or expected service potential, is perhaps the ideal

measurement of any asset. Valuation would then be the

expected future inflowing streams of cash. Market value
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(an indication of current cost) may be thought of as a

measure of these expected future receipts because market

values represent the expectation which people have of

future receipts.

K. J. Chambers, an advocate of current infor-

mation, sees no usefulness in historical cost:

U'e therefore regard it as beyond question that
tho only information which is useful at o point of
time, is information relating to the financial
position at that time. The conventional balance
sheet is no more useful than last year's news with
this year's date; M -d (68a p. ''71).

Accounting statements

Statement readers arc- accustomed to the finan-

cial statements currently prepared under the realization

concept. Shortcomings of these financial statements

were pointed out in Chapter III. Despite these short-

coming, it is possible that many people can bettor

understand the statements as they are currently prepared

than if statements were prepared under a current cost

concept. Ihis would bo especially true if certain

complications in the accounting statements are found

to be desirable or necessary. For example, gains and

losses might be separated into real and fictional elements

due to changes in the general price level. Also, it

l| it be desirable to separate realized from unrealized

profits and losses.

The small businessman and the small inviotor

might find current cost statements confusing as indicated

in the following quote:
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Accounts are kept, profits are computed, and
policy decisions are made by several hundred
thousand individual businessmen and their book-
keepers and clerks. Most of them would have grave
difficulty in applying or even comprehending the
principles of measuring cost expirations in tt

•

of hypothetical purchasing power. The economic
data available to them are certain to be inadequate
and their interpretations of several do&en tables
of price-index numbers are likely to be divers-;
to say the least. Depreciation calculations con-
tain enough elements of variation now; price-index
adjustments would so magnify the inconsistencies
as to render the computations meaningless (3,
p. 71, quoted from 69).

Although tireer and Wilcox were talking here

of general price-level adjustments, they would probably

be just as concerned about ^enerai and specific price-

lovei adjustments. Complications in the accounting

statements in order to reflect current cost rather

than historical cost would perhaps offset to some

extent the increased usefulness which might be brought

about by the use of current cost.

on the other hand, accounting statements fail

to tell the complete truth. As was pointed out in

Chapter III, accounting statements ?nay be misleading.

This has been pointed out by able accountants such as

Henry If, Sweeney in his Stabilized Accounting and

Kenneth MacNcal in his Truth in Accountin g.

If the actual situation is complicated, it

cannot bo made less complicated by preparing uncompli-

cated statements. Cf the actual situation is compli-

cated and if the current cost concept reflects tho

actual situation much bettor than the use of the
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realization concept, then tho curront cost concept

should be used even if tho resulting accounting state-

nents aro more complicated.

Accounting statements usually present financial

data of a complex business enterprise. ff accounting

statements were to be presented in terms simple enough

for anyone to understand them, they might mislead a

person into thinking that the financial affairs

reflected in the statements were also simple. At the

end of the previous chapter it was suggested that

accounting statements should either be simple enough

to be understood by a person with very little knoi^ledge

of accounting or be «o complicated and technical that

tho reader would realize his inability to •

statements. This discussion indicates th<? second

would be the more desirable alternative.

inventory valuation

One of the main differences between the

historical cost consent and a current cost concept is

in the valuation of inventories. Thi s valuation

affects both the balance sheet and the income state-

ment.

i"he first major current cost concept would

result in inventories being increased or decreased

due to holding gains and losses. The use of the second

major current cost concept would result in inventories

being increased or decreased for axl increments or
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decrements in value. As has previously been pointed

out, there vould bo no effect upon net income if be in-

ning ail ending inventories undur current cost differed

from their corrospondin.; invi-atoriei under historical

cost by the same amount. In all cases, however, the

balance sheet reflects more accurate valuations under

current costs.

other asset valuations

The application of thn current cost concept

to other assets results in the recognition of holding

gains and iosaos and not production income. Current

cost concepts do not vary greatly except in tho valua-

tions of inventories. Fho BOO of a current cost

concent for tho valuation of assets means tliat vaiu;s

are more neaningful.

Jf assets are valued at current costs, than

the asset expirations reflected in the income state-

oat 'H'j;tiura more accurately the valuo of survl

r anderod.

Unrealized income

The u:n of aurront aosta rooulta in the reco--

nition of rOTOmiO boforo lIMll related income is realized

:>en.;o that "realized" is usually used. Jo.uo

current cost aonoopta •Uggoat a distinction bo made

•ill ttnroallaod incoaie. Juuii a dis-

tinction vould eid in bri '

. .
• t m the use
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of the historical cost concept »nd the use of current

cost.

Dual accounting statements

The suggestion is often made that dual account-

ing statements be prepared. ime set of statements

would be prepared under traditional accounting and

the other set under another method—in this case, cur-

rent cost. This use of dual statements would emphasize

the difference between the two concepts.

Implications for cost accounting

Inventory flow assumption

The accounting profession has faced the prob-

lems of inventory flow assumptions for several years

without definite solutions. A variety of methods

such as Lifo, Fifo, and average cost are considered

acceptable. A change in revenue recognition concepts

could affect inventory flow assumptions.

Current cost concepts could eliminate the need

for any assumption about inventory flow, but this

would not be possible if a distinction is made between

realized and unrealized revenue. If such a distinction

is made an inventory flow assumption is as applicable

as ever.
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Absoi v . -'ir ct eosting ooatron rsy

Ll l •

' •
. that Income

Ltn ;;a'ic;—not with combination of saios,

1 uc i. , i.,,,;.. s la inv . lil.i'i . | .-..inflict

f; full cor., tine and direet coatin^ ho _

in soneepts of r«Temt< recognition

would aft ,- i'sy. Tlie adoption of a cost

i ;ures the value of an item in its

:> . , Ha direct costing con-

rjy alto ither. On the ether liana, the adoption

cost concept uuch as replacement cost whleh

adjusts only £jT the currmt co.= t of ;: juld

hav. ne ff-ct on the controversy at ail.

Objectivity

<atter how relevant the results of a #ivun

e>thod may be, unless the results are

use of verif iaoiiity and freedom

fro I bias), th -.y ar.. not ace ptabi in account, Lfl .

UsefuLn.'is and objectivity are often bh«U 'it of as

oppositcjs. If on. 1 iv n Mr Lght t
'•• • >tlicr

must b iv a L< ss. This is not n c< ssariiy true, for

objectivity may contribute to usefulness . eaui

P rti i this idea: if b Ln

'obj ctiv :•
' la to conviuc financial ..tat.iinl i I r.

that statements are free of ulterior motives or wlilm"

(70, p« 1 • -'i I

'• the stat i ut r
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can attach to statements, the more useful they may

become to him.

The characteristic of ohjectivi ty may make

accounting data more usoful, but it does not follow

that the greater the objectivity, the greater the

usefulness. For example, accounting statements ore-

pared on the cash basis may be more objective than

accounting statements preoared on an accrual basis,

but accrual basis accounting statements are usually

more useful. Accounting statements prepared under

either basis aro considered sufficiently objective.

Likewise, historical cost is more objective than

current cost. But does current cost have sufficient

objectivity?

Accountants have traditionally usud acquisi-

tion cost because of the difficulty of measuring

objectively oconomic value. Also, historical cost is

an objective measure of economic value on the date of

acquisition.

In other words, when assets are intelligently
acquired, their expected services must be equal
to or greater than those available under acquisi-
tion alternatives. Therefore, historical costs
are a measure of expected service potential, at
date of acquisition (65, n, 703).

William A. t'aton has said that cost and value

are "not opposin/j and mutually exclusive terms" (71»

p. 193). Cost and value are assumed to be the same

on the date an asset is acquired.
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In fact cost is significant primarily because it
approximates fair value at date of acquisition ,

•lost is not of basic importance because it repre-
sents an amount paid; it is important as a measure
of the value of what is acquired (71, p. 193).

Subjective cost . —In contrast to the usual

point of view, R. H. Homburger points out that actual

costs are subjective:

The amount of the cost of an asset to any
particular business is dependent not only on the
time and place of acquisition, but on the judgment,
hopes, fears, and preferences of the buyer as well
as of the seller. &hile cost, as a measurement,
is subjective with regard to those factors, it is

also objective to the degree and extent that cost
reflects an existing market price. This has led
to the unavoidable question whether a measure based
on current market value would not be preferable to

cost, if substantial differences exist between the

two (72, pp. 96-97).

Horaburger describes accounting measurement as social

In nature, and therefore it contains a subjective

element.

According to this view, market values may be

as objective as historical cost. If this is true,

objectivity may be retained while increasing the use-

fulness of accounting statements.

Lower of cost or narkot . —The lower of cost

or market rule is an accepted rule of accounting for

the valuation of certain assets. Market value is

considered objeotive enough for measurement purposes

when market value i:> less than cost. Many accountants

see an unsupported lack of consistency here. ShouLd

losses be reco;mizod when market values drop below

costs while gains are not recognized when market values
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rise above costs? i'aton says th~< ; is

no less and no mor >i 1 If leant, fco

>• >arties conc'.'rn.Ml wh n such va!:.

abov r oorded cost than wh~n it Is lower'' (71, p. l')7 ) ,

Mowevor, faton looks at th' oractioai

tho issue and considers the problems of detrminin

vaiu , eialljr of specialized assets. For this

;sts that departure from cost should

b considered "only where such a substantial and > r-

sistin ; clian ;e has occurred as to render accounting

on the old basis inadequate and invalid in vi^w of the

roco ii d urposes of accounting" (71, p. 198).

The question of the objectivity of current

cost is still unsettled; many writers believe it is

sufficiently objective:. Current costs of inventories

may usually be more objectively determined than current

costs of other assets. The question of the objectivity

of current costs is on. of the bigg«st drawbacks to the

use of current costs.

Feasibility

Feasibility i i that t.i information is

worth more than it cost. Current cost information

does cost more than historical cost information; it

is usually in addition to historical cost information.

Feasibility would depend upon which curr nt cost

variation is ob>osen ( as son- would tM uor difficult
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to utilize than other;;. :>oine variations such as

adwards arid Doll's business profit would seem to be

feasible . they are not too difficult to imple-

ment.

Summary

The current cost concepts discussed in this

chapter have boon classified according to whother they

emphasize holding ;^ains and losses or whether they

emphasize the recognition of production income as pro-

duction takes place. Of the many variations of current

cost which have been suggested by various writers,

those uhich emphasize holding fains and losses pre-

dominate accounting, literature.

Of the two types of current cost concepts, the

type «hich e^pha^izes holding gains and losses is more

objective and foasible than the other type. Also, the

separation of holding fains and Lease* from other

i.itoi!,. result fl in useful financial data as it gives

Indication as to whether the incoims is duo to

trial effort or ,'just chance or the passage of

Lime.

- of current cost concept which recognizes

income as production takes plaoo may be more aseful

than the ether k/pe in that it is eleser to economic

income (increase in value), bu<; this refinement of

accounting i-^ sjldom considered worthwhile.
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. Ljiicai eos,t has been compared with current

cu„x on the basis of relevance, objectivity, and feasi-

biiivy. Current cost is more relevant to the usual

of >n«finnt und moat e.xtornal users because it

raiUi-t., in financial .statements which more neariy reflect

financial position and results of operations than does

historical cost. On the other hand, the difficulty

reailui - ; u,hi. ..<>v I in using current cost staten.en 1

1

might diminish their usefulness

.

Historical cost is certainly more objective

than current cost. However, the variations of current

cost aug^cjtail by some writers possess sufficient

objectivity.

Historical cost is easier to obtain than cur-

rent cost, Dut some of the variations which have i>oen

suggested would make the use of current cost feasible.
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NtiT RKALIZABLU VALUii

Introduction

Chapter IV was a discussion of the use of

currant cost as an alternative to the historical cost

concept. The present chapter is a discussion of another

possible al ternative--net realizable value.

There are variations of the net realizable

value concept; several are discussed in this chapter.

The net realizable value concept is compared with the

realization concept and is also compared with the cur-

rent cost concepts.

Rationale of Net Realizable Value

^Jet realizable value is usually intended to

••SttJr* expoctod sailing price discounted at a rate

of interest and less cost to complete and sale. fhero

are other possible variations. Theoretically, the

concept result J in the measurement of value increments

as they occur. In order for the conc«,.»t \.o bo practical,

it i,; desirable to know hoiv, why, and when value incry-

occur,

Sevoral theories of income were mentioned in

Chapter IV. Incorao may be duo to risk taking or

- i'JO -
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unusual mana;cirial ski Li, but payments for risk taking

and unusual managerial skills (above average .luciaon-

Mklng ability) may bo considered as earned by the

factors of production, if payments are not mad t.>

tli appro jria to factors of production—owners and

management—for these functions of risk taking and

unusual mana^^rla 1 skill, then the residue af t. r all

factors of production are paid will include Lncrsm^nts

in va Lai !<» to these functions. All such residue is

considered to be income in this study. This will

differ from the concept of pure economic profit (due

entirely to chance). t'ure income, or profit, i*, also

included in the concept of profit used hero.

Accounting profit also includes interest on

oapital invested by the owners. This portion of

profit is particularly ...uphasized in the net realizable

vaiu.; concept. in some variations of net realizable

value the expected sales prices, and sometimes expected

expenditures, are discounted back to the present to

arriv • at th present value by use of some rat. of

interest. From the present time until the time of

sale the value of the ass <-t rnfually increases until,

at the time of sale, the value is the sal? price.

!he Ineraasc in value jv r time frona the first valuation

i, lue to interest. Ln economic theory, this int rest

is attributable to a particular factor of production-

capital .
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If riccountin.. refit is defined to include

value increment:? due to risk taking, unusual managerial

skill, :)«ro profit, and the use of capital, then the

next question is "When does profit arise'/" In Chapter

IV it was pointed out that profit is attributable to

all of the processes of business: buying, holding,

manufacturing, and selling.

This significant problem in income determina-

tion hinges on revenue measurement and the matching

of costs with revenues. The basic problem is measure-

ment. The historical co^t concept, the current cost

concept's, and tho net realizable value concepts are

all concerned with the measurement of revenue. The

historical cost concept makuj no attempt to distin-

guish between the value increment arising during the

various phases of business activity. Current costs

and net realizable value, on the other hand, do make

such an attempt.

Molding gains and losses may be composed of

interest as a payment for the use of capital and

income as a payment for risk taking as well as pure

profit (due entirely to chance). To the extent that

management is able to plan for holding gains and

losses then they are a payment for unusual management

skills. Operating income due to buying, manufacturing,

and selling, is attributable largely to unusual

management skill.
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Going Concern . --rho net realizable value con-

cept utilizes the ,'-oing concern concept. According to

Canning* going concern value reeans "the valuation

should be dependent solely upon the contemplated use

of the valued thin/7
, in the operations of the enter-

prise" (73. p. 21a).

Instead of basing valuations on prices that

now exist the net realizable value concept bases

valuations on prices that are expected to be received

when the goods are sold less expenses expected to bo

incurred and less an appropriate amount for interest.

Referring to inventory items. Canning says:

"The present worth of the amount of money that can be

ot for them in the conditions in which the enterprise

is placed, less the present worth of the future out-

lays and expenses properly referable to such a dollar-

volume of trade expresses not merely the chief but the

only significance this existing stock of goods can

have" (73, P. 219).

The usual situation is that a going concern

will plan toward the completion of goods. The situa-

tion may arise where the market value of a good in

process is greater than the net realizable value. If

this situation is expected to continue, an entity may

chango its plans and begin selling the product when

it reaches this certain stage of production. In

general, such a situation is likely to be a temporary
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one, and an entity is unlikely to be in a position to

change its production and selling plans temporarily

in order to make a short-run gain.

For this reason, then, a firm is more interested

in the amount for which its finished goods will sell

than the market value of a good at any given point in

time. The main problem is in the difficulty of measure-

ment. Market value may be more easily measured than

veiling prioe at some date in the future. when expected

sale price is reduced by the cost of completion and

discounted at some rate of interest to arrive at not

realizable value, it is likely that market value is

more easily determined, especially for raw materials

and goods in process. As goods approach the time of

sale, net realizable value becomes easier to measure.

'mother application of going concern is also

expressed by accountants. The view is taken that if

an entity is expected to continue operations indefi-

nitely, then net realizable value is not applicable.

Gains and profits should be postponed until they can

be expressed more objectively in subsequent periods.

Gilman says : "Acceptance of the accounting period

convention, and its subordinate convention of the

going business, introduced a new accounting concept,

namely, that inventorying at realizable values was

not appropriate for periodical reports, there being

at the end of each period a fictitious rather than
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an actual termination of the business unaccompanied

by substantial change of proprietorship" (7U, p. 96).

Ihose who use the going concern concept as an

argument against not realizable value may have a dif-

ferent concept of net realizable value than those who

use the going concern concept as an argument for net

realizable value. This first j;roup may think of net

realizable value as the not amount realizable upon a

forced or immediate liquidation.

Variations of the Net Realizable
Valu* Conc»pt

in general, net realizable value may be thought

of as the expected selling price less expected expenses

of completing and selling. There are many possible

variations of this concept.

American Accounting Association

rhe Anorican Aocountin* Association, in its

Supplementary Statement No. 2 to its 1 ()57 itatenent,

Lvos several possible variations of the net realiz-

able value concept. Net realizable value "assumes

that all income or loss arises exclusively through the

acquisition (purchasing or producing) activities of

the business entity" (65, p. 706). The value of

inventory is a measurement of expected revonue l;ss

expected costs of completion and disposal. All profit

is attributabla to the buying or producing activity,

and no profit is attributable to the other activities.
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A slightly different concept is called "net

realisable value loss normal operating income on

activities not performed," A normal operating income

is determined. The normal operating income on activi-

ties not performed may bo found by multiplying a

compound fraction titles the cost of completion and

disposal. The numerator of the fraction is the normal

operating income, and the denominator of the fraction

i-, total costs including materials, conversion, selling,

and administration. This is one possible method of

computing "normal operating income on activities not

performed." The main problam is to find a realistic

method. A disadvantage of this method is that tl&fj

income attributable to each activity is not noc a isarily

proportional to costs incurred in that activity, "Any

method of allocation has limited significance in the

absence of arm's length market tests at intermediate

stages during the holding or converting process"

(65. P. ?07).

jtill another version of net realizable value

is called "net realizable value less normal operating

incoma." This variation may be similar to historical

cost, Mowever, if replacement cost and selling prices

move together, this variation gives results similar to

the use of a current cost conoept which recognizes

holding gains and losses.
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Th" '.u.<i lv>mcritary tatemont No. ?. suggests the

f ruplttciim ,)nt costs rather than net realizable

value because of the difficulty of measuring the latter:

Many subjective estimates are required in its
implementation : expected revenue, expected
e.xp B , and allocation of margin;;
acquisition and distribution functions. Further-
more, if Bailing ,)ric.i fluctuate in harmony
with replacement costs, the replacement cost
method ..^ne rally vill yield a reliable approxi-
mation of net realizable value less normal
-•rating income. Therefore, replacement cost

can generally meet conceptual and x>ractical
criteria more easily than can some version of
net realizable value (65, p. 708).

John B. Canning

John B. Canning suggests that cost, market,

and net soiling value be exhibited simultaneously as

each of them has a ; cci.l significance (73, p. 221).

Although Canning recognizes several ways of determining

the value of finished goods the method he suggests

allows for selling and general expenses as well as a

normal profit:

The one suggested here is to multiply each unit
selling price by a fixed constant, k. This con-
stant is determined as follows. (1) standard
ratios to sales (preferably averages of the
concern's own experience) should be found for
loss on bad debts, selling, expensos, and general

>enses including costs of collection (but not
inl nit paid or other distribution items like
income taxes). (2) Some normal industrial rate
of return converted to an average rate on the
concern's own inventories should bo found. Hie
constant which is to be multiplied into each
selling price then becomes one minus the sum of
the rate allowances for subsequent exponses and
for a normal profit on the inventory (73, p. 222).
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For raw materials and unfinished »0 , ->st

to Ooap] kto mst '50 estimated SJtd MSOd in computing

•>nt value. As the actual sals is further in the

future than ir, th ^ oaso of finishod [OOd ., irrora in

computing value ar* Likoly kO bo r>ater.

This aothod is what fcho aM Cossnittoo called

"not realizable value Loss normal operating inc -

Herli 11 profits, but ftt loa ;t normal profits,

»ostponed until th ti w of sale.

Sprouse and MoonitS

Sprouse and Moonitz define SSSOti as follows:

"Assets represent expected future economic benefits,

rights to which have been acquired by the enterprise

as a result of some current or past transaction" (2,

p, 20). The value of an asset depends on the future

economic benefits which are OXpoOtodl

In other words, the problem of measuring
(prioingj valuing) an asset is the problem of
measuring the future services, and involves at
least throe st» • :

1, A determination if future services do in
fact exist. for exaaplo, building is oapaM
of providing space for manufacturing activities.

2, An OStinato of the quantity of services.
"'or example, a building i :-. estimated to be useable
for 20 more years, or for half of its estimated
total life.

3, The choice of a method or basil or formula
valuing the quantity of services arrived at under

sboTO (2, p. 23),
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At this point, the authors list the three

exchange prices which have already been quoted: A

past exchange price, a current exchange .jrice, or a

future exchange price. This third choice is repeated

here as it is of primary importance in this chapter:

A future exchange price, e.g., anticipated sailing
price. When this basis is used, profit or loss,
if any, has already been recognized in the accounts,
Any asset priced on this basis it, therefore, being
treated as though it were a receivable, in that
sale or other transfer out of the business (includ-
ing conversion into cash) will result in no gain
or loss, except for any interest (discount) arising
from the passage of time (2, p. 2k),

This future exchange price seems to be the

most theoretically correct method of measuring future

benefits. There are ofton practical disadvantages

such as lack of objective, verifiable data. For this

reason Sprouse and Moonitz do not recommend the use of

net realizable value for the measurement of all assets.

Net realizable value could be applied to

receivable:;. The time until collection is usually so

short that discounting is not of much value.

The application of their net realizable value

concept to inventories is more meaningful. The authors

feel that this concept should be applied "whenever the

ultimate proceeds from sale can be established" (2,

p. 27). "As a specific case in point, inventories

which are readily salable at known prices with no^li-

(•,ible costs of disposal, or with known or readily

predictable costs of disposal, should be measured at
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not realizable vaUn (i.e., anticipated sales proceeds

less costs of completion and disposal)" (2 , p. 27),

Sprouso and Moonitz's net realizable value

coioipt would result in the recognition of revenue

when an increase in value takes placs— whather the

increase i3 due to an increase in the spsoific price

level (holding gain) or due to an increase in value

as a result of production. The authors say it this

way: "This procedure will have the result of assign-

ing most if not all of the change in resources and the

related profit or loss to the period of production (or

other activity) when the actual effort was made" (2,

P. 27).

Although the concept is not always applicable,

".noasurement of inventories at net realizable value is

the preferred method whenever the measurement is

objectively determinable" (2, p. 28).

ISm authors do not believe their net realizable

value concept is applicable to plant and equipment:

They do not represent potential revenue, as do
tho inventories, and therefore are not amenable
to treatment as though they were receivables. As
a consequence "net realizable value" has no
relevance, except as a measure of scrap or second-
hand value (2, p. 33).

mil and Moonitz do not go into enough

detail to explain fully hov thall* concepts would be

applied. For example, they note the desirability of

separating gains (losses) due to changes in the specific
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price levels from revenue due to the production of

goods or the rendering of services. Such a separation

la automatic in their current cost concept. It is not

automatic in their net realizable value concept.

The separation would be possible to obtain by

measuring the net realizable value at different points

in time. The change in net realizable value from the

time inputs are acquired until they are placed into

production would be a measure of gain or loss due to

changes in the specific price levels. The change in

net realizable value due to production would be a

measure of profit due to production. 3prouse and

Moonitz do not mention such a separation at all. Per-

haps this is a detail they feel is not essential to

their study.

This net realizable value concept is based on

the assumption "that profit is attributable to tho

whole process of business activity, not just to the

moment of sale" (2, p. 10). This idea is not intended

to be an original one with oprouse and Moonitz. They

quote the idea from accounting leaders of the past and

present. One such quote is from George 0. May:

"Manifestly, when a laborious process of manufacture

and sale culminates in the delivery of the product at

a profit, that profit is not attributable, except

conventionally, to the moment when the salo or delivery

occured!" {75, p. 30, quoted in 2, pp. 10-11).
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Another such quote is from V'illiam A. Patont

"If there is a major point upon which there is general

agreement in accounting, it is that revenue results

from the over-all process of production ..." (76,

P. 39, quoted in 2, p. 11).

The preceding varietions of net realizable

value emphasize the wide range of differences in the

concoft. I arhaps profit is attributable to the entire

process of business activity, but these variations

range from a concept which results in no normal income

realisation until the time of sale, through concepts

which result in som» income realization throughout

the business processes, to a concept which results in

the realization of all income imnediately upon the

initial purchase,

X)M most logical variation of net realizable

value soeais to this writer to bo discounted estimated

sales price less discounted estimated future expendi-

tures required for completion and disposal and less

profit allocated to incompleted activities.

Actual Use of Net Realizable Value

The concept of net realizable value is not

just theoretical at present; it is actually applied in

soita situations. The use of net realizable value is

an exception to the realization concept, but some

applications of net realizable value are accepted
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accounting thoory according to both Accounting Research

Bulletin No. U3 and Accounting Research Study No. 3.

The following quote is from Accounting «e .ecrch Study

No. 3:

It is generally recognised that incnnc accrues
only at the time of sale, and that gains may not
1M anticipated by reflecting assets at their cur-
rent sales pric?. For certain articles, hovovor,
exceptions are permissible. Inventories of gold
and silver, when there is an effective Government-
controlled market at a fixed monetary value, are
ordinarily reflected at selling prices, A similar
treatment is not uncommon for inventories repre-
senting Agricultural, mineral, and other products,
units of which are interchangeable and have an
immediate mr-rketability at quoted prices and fer
which appropriate costs may bo difficult to obtain.
I.ti . iiota inventories are stated at sales prices,

they should of course be roducod by expenditures
to be incurred in disposal, and the use of such
basis should be fully disclosed in the financial
statements (2, p. ?,U )

.

According to currently accepted accounting

iu'Ccdirn, '^lic i llccrtion of revenue to accounting

periotli. in terms of production rather than sal g I

not an entirely unreasonable procedure if production

is tho main end of the enterprise, subsequent sale

being merely a routine incident, to be taken for

granted (3^. P. ^55).

There are also r.itvations in which neither

the current cost concept rmr the historical eost con-

cept app-.ii:.;. In -juch cases net res!i rable value may

be Vkm j-o, Lcil ueas.iri.ient cmc\>t. "*y products which

do not have a rv>ady markot aftir ...•>.-' ration from the

Bain prod.jot without furth.r ,-rK X for which

rlo.il <; > ;t cannot b-*» d'jtormin'id are examples.
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ConL-d.,t ..ith the historical
Co:>t Concept

.- :.V/i by

blstorleal oj: i concept i considered to

be morn objective thai) act realisable value in :;i>rt

Cv-xsv.-.., :

.j 1 ,)f the current realisation ceneept lapllea

bbat aeseta ire carried at co,t ar adjusted e >s ; until

a jai.j takes .... 1 . . . I ., usually tbjeotlTely dater-

ained ao it results froaj a nar'.cet transaction 'iCh an

onti;y external tj the enterprise. 3isdlarly« a sale

gives an objective basis Tor revenue recognitions

, a aarfcet brensactlon with an sntity »xternal to

tbe anterpri ,• baizes place.

realisable value, on bns .»t 1 »r band,, 3.02s

not result "rora an arm's length Market transaction

involving the snterprlss itself, Ratber a .ut realisable

vaiuo ij based an braasaotioaa involving tbe anterprise

which ar.i expected to occur in bba future. Transactions

Mbiob bava already ocourroJ will, in general, result

in valuations which era nore abjective kban valuations

biased on future transactions.

Profit v»ithout a sale . --The reali2.ati.ju concept

I v! bajis for recognizing revenue,

for <r»any accountants believe a sole is absolutely

necessary. fueir position can easily bo backed up by

illustrations. Jbviously, no profit is made if sales

aid never made, regardless of the amount of production.
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Oilman presonts a few possibilities. "Recognition of

income on tho basis of production could hardly fail

to result in a most fantastic situation in the case

of a new company organized to produce cash registers

in competition with the National Cash Register Company,

or adding machines in competition with Burroughs, or

automobiles in competition with ford" (7U, p, 122).

In a few cases, net realizable value may be

more objectively determined than cost. This is why

net realizable value is sometimes used for valuation

purposes.

Usefulness

£1 though net realizable value is not as objec-

tive as valuations usod with the realization concept,

this writer believes the use of the net realizable

value concept could often result in accounting figures

r to V*lu«. Some degree of objectivity mi^h*-

well be sacrificed in order to more pearly approximate

realizable value xvould not be useful unless

it could b<; measured with fair degree of accuracy.

If net realisable value La completely subjective, most

of It* usefulness for external acrumtln" statements

is lost.

NLifc realizable vnlir ir here • • [ ^d as ft

more usoful M >t than original cost when

original cost does not olosoly ros ftrnbl« value and net
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realizable value can be determined with only a small

probable decree of error.

Accounting statements

For the assets to which net realizable value

is applicable, a more useful valuation may be shown

in the accounting statements than the valuation used

with the realization concept--histoi ical cost. This

statement assumes a net realizable value with a reason-

able degree of accuracy.

The use of the net realizable value concept

on the income statement would have significantly differ-

ent results from the use of the realization concept.

Pome revision of the income statement would be needed

to reflect this concept. For example, an income state-

ment might show the present value of estimated future

receipts. Current expenditures and the present value

of expected future expenditures would bo substracted

from the revenue to arrive at net income. If it is

desirable to divide net income between that which is

realized and that which has not boon realized, other

changes in tho incomo statement would be required.

i ho impact of tho net realizable voluo nnncept

upon the balance sheet would also be ;Ti'at. It is

likely that fower complications would arise*, howover.

Net realizable value does not soom appropriate

for all assets. This measurement basis soon:; appro-

priate for inventories, accounts roceivablo, and other
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current assets. Net realizable value 1« ( in effect,

used i'oc tne valuation of aocounts receivable when an

allowance for doubtful .icojj.iI, -, •Ubstr*Ct#<!

tne total acouuiuj receivable. The difference io the

MMnt >- ..jc;cted co L»o oniLictjJ, There is

no allowance for discounting ftt some rate of iiivoi'o.it

! .. i i-j of iiii'.i-j si»'-,aif ioaiio .

fhe concept is .Less cv^^jdju co ec.ior OOOOto

such as plant, equipment, and in ta.i,>bi.j OSOOto* fnese

are asr;eo:> used in the operations of the ii.i.jfpri ;j

and ire .ic* x.iuonded to bo -,oid. IOSM of BOO variations

of not roallftoblo value seems a^iicaui a ~o these assets.

in this writer's opinion, tne use of net reali-

sable VOluoa *liic.i .ire reasonably accurate* in the

aco'jj.ui,j{- statements, especially the income statement,

would result in statement j w.tieh are Boro useful than

those statements wnich are prepared under the realization

concept, fhe increased usefulness lvsuits from the

oioser approximation to vaiuo,

liie disadvantages are much trie same as those

discussed in the previous chapter dealing with current

cost. The main problem would probably be the lack of

understanding on the part of statement readers. An

approach to solving this problem would be the publi-

cation of dual statements—one prepared on the basis

of the realization concept and the other on the basis

of net realizable value.
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ability

The feasibility of net reallsab] vaiu as com-

pared with historical cost depends upon how difficult

it is to determln I I * ftliaabl vaiue and hov ug fui

it would b . Che unavjilublj conclusion is that feasi-

biiit I ->:i th Olreumstaneas. If H t realis-

able value can be determined with a hifth degree of

accuracy and without ,r -at cost, it is likely that the

iacr need usefulness would outweigh the additional cost.

Contrast With the Current Cost Concept

In contrasting the net realizable value cone t

with the current cost conc-.pt, it may be inappropriate

to maice general statements about which is more useful

and which is more objective. Beeans of t.i possible

variations of each concept, it is not possible to say

that one is mor. objective and the other more useful.

As has been pointed out in Chapter IV, varia-

tions of current cost fall into two major classes.

Since these two general concepts of current cost ar>

so different, it is best to compare net realizable

vaiue with each one separately. Fhe comparison is

limited to those assets to which n t reallsabl value

i dicable, such as inventories, accounts re ivnbl.,

investments, and other current assets.
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Holding Gains and Losses

Net realizable value is first compared with

the ciirront cost concept which emphasizes the holding

gains and losses. Comparison is difficult because of

the possible varietions of each.

Objectivity

Current cost concepts which emphasize holding

gains and losses give rise to substantially objective

valuations. The current prices of inputs into a manu-

facturing process or merchandise held for sale by a

merchandising enterprise may bo determined by consulting

a vendor's current price list or a current invoice or

by telephoning the vendor. There is usually an active

market for such inputs or such merchandise, so the

current price may be considered objective.

The net realizable value of inventories is

loss objective than the current cost of inventories.

This seems to be true of the several variations of net

realizable value. This is largely because the two

major components of net realizable value— soiling

price and expenses to be incurred--will be definitely

determined in the future. nven though they may be

predicted with a high degree of accuracy, they are

by definition less objective than valuations which

currently exist. The nearer inventory items are to

actual sale, the more objective is net realizable

value.
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Mtrrent cost, of accounts reeeirab

. I ul than the curr i Lories.

Ciut Lrab ,, ti.. current cost of account., re ivable

th curr nt cost of

m .-rchandi i-vic fro. a which Ui> accounts r. c .iv-

able r .u I .. uch a valuation would h*. an ob.j ctiv

on -, but it Is not a very practical on;?, ay the tall L

usually considered an objective basis for the real ization

of i.ncotrv- ond valuation is increased by the amount of

allowance for doubtful account I

LnL ni I to r fi..ct the net value, and thus tho market

value, of total accounts receivable . This market value

would hav a little or no relation to thfl rcpiac

cost concept of current cost while net realizable value

is applicable.

current cost of investment* is an objective

valuation if the trading of the security is active. If

I | v is little or no trading activity, then the current

•e t, if one could bo determined, would probably not

be obj ctiv .

objectivity of nv-t realizable value of

i,jv tta D • » >on the type of inv st;n nt. t

I r .took held as a Ion -t n; lnv-st-

nant is difficult to nr and not objeotiv •-.

r alizable value of bonds is more objectively letar-

la I. i'he presence: of, or lack of, a Market valu- of
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investment is controlling in determining waion concept--

net realizable value or current cost—ij more objective.

Usefulness

If an accurate determination can be made of net

realizable value, then net realizable value is a more

useful concept to use in the financial statements.

Valuations arrived at by both concepts could be shown

in the balance sheet by giving additional information

in parentheses or in the footnotes. The choice of

methods is more important in the income statement.

The use of this current cost concept results in the

reporting of holding gains and losses along with

income traditionally realized. Edwards and iHell refer

to this as eliminating the realization concept on a

time basis but holding to it on a production basis.

On the other hand, the use of net realizable value

results in the reporting of all increases in value

during a period of time as income of that period.

Income under either concept might be divided

into realized and unrealized elements. Income is

realized when it passes the point of sale.

Net realizable value is more useful than cur-

rent cost if net realizable value can be determined

with a reasonable degree of accuracy for it is theo-

retically a better expression of value than current

cost.
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a ibi.ity

Current cost is usually . ic . tir to dlt rain

than n i r aii^ab. .. i ... r f«* Is BO] ible.

Lisabl ralae may result in a valuati in which

ilo i . Lamtea valu .

Production Income

I t realizable value is now compared with the

j,. cond major class of current costs which measures all

increases in market value—not just the increases duo

to holding ;ains and losses. It is difficult to deter-

mine which is ior objective for this would depend on

the variation of each concept. Hie two concepts tind

toward the same valuation. Market vaiu? of an asset

is a sort of an average jstimate of net raj.iz.able

vain by ail those who buy and sell that particular

asset in the market.

A market may not exist for goods in process;

an objective basis for the valuation of the asset in

a certain forn may not be present. Net realizable

value rnay thus be more objective and more useful than

this current cost concept in certain situations.

En i rai, comparison of the usefulness,

obj.ctivity, and feasibility of net realisable vam

and this current cost concept depends upon the varia-

tion of each. So one in< rai ssaeept cannot bo said

to be bettor than the oth r.
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Summary

Met realisable value is another alternative

to the historical cost concept. There are many varia-

tions of net realizable value. One common variation

is expected selling price lc .,<-, costs of completion

and sale. Another common variation i:> the same eicu,)t

that both the selling price and future cost are dis-

counted back to the present at some appropriate rate

of interest. The concept chosen as most logical is

discounted estimated sales price less discounted

estimated future expenditure :j required for co.n^lotion

and less profit allocated to incompleted activities.

The effect of the use of net realizable value

is that increments in value for all reasons are recog-

nized in the period in which they occur. The results

are similar to those obtained under the variations of

current cost which recognize production income.

>Jet realisable value is a very useful concept

when it can be determined with a reasonable degree of

accuracy. Unfortunately, net realizable value cannot

be measured with the desired degree of accuracy in

many cases. Furthermore, the not realizable value

concept is not applicable to all assets, e.g., fixed

assets and some intangible assets. Net realizable

value is much less objective than historical cost

and somewhat less objective than current cost.



CHAPTbR VI

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW

Introduction

The past three chapters have been discussions

of three alternative measurement methods. This chapter

is a discussion of a fourth alternative--diseounted

cash fiov:. At the present time, it is unlikely that

the discounted cash flow measurement basis will be

adopted for general use. Although it is perhaps the

most ideal method, it is the most difficult to apply.

Assets may be thought of as service potentials.

The value of an asset may be expressed as the value

of its service potential; an asset may bo measured by

measuring its service potentials. The discounted cash

flow concept (sometimes called the discounted future

receipts concept or discounted services concept) is

designed to measure the service potentials of either

individual assets or assets as a group.

Net realizable value is a similar concept and

could be used to moan the same thing. As used in this

study, net realizable value refers to assets such as

inventories which are expected to bo sold. Net realiz-

able value is applicable to very few assets as was

- 15U -
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discussed in Chapter V. Hie discounted cash flow con-

cept would apply to all assets.

Discounted cash flow may be referred to as

"net present value of expected future cash flows" and

"net present value of expected future cash flows with

adjustments for risk" (11, pp. 50^-06). "Discounted*'

means reduced by some rate of interest because of the

time factor. The concept refers to a net valuation--

reduced by future expenditures also discounted back to

the present.

Although the concept mi^ht be applied to certain

individual assets, it is probably more appropriately

applied to the enterprise as a whole. individual assets

may have service potential only when used along with

other assets in an enterprise, or they may have greater

service potential when used with other assets.

Average service potential of a .^i?en asset to

an average enterprise is possible, but it may have

little significance for a given enterprise. Discounted

cash flow usually measures the earning capacity of a

Kiven enterprise.

Heed K. Storey, in an article entitled "Cash

Movements and Periodic Income Determination 1 presents

six statements concerning the nature of periodic income

and its determination which are particularly relevant

to the discounted cash flow concept. Mr. Storey draws

upon an article by Edward G. Nelson, "The Relation
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between the Balance Sheet and the Profit-and-Loss

Statement ,
" vhich appears on pages 1 32-Ul of the

April , 19^~» Tine Accounting Ilevtew. The six state-

ments are listed here:

l a Over the life of a business, revenue is equal
to the cash receipts from operations, and
expense is equal to the cash disbursements from
operations; tho profit (positive or negative)
is therefore equal to the difference between
cash receipts and cash disbursements resulting
from operations.

2, For any period less than the life of the enter-
prise, revenue is equal to the cash that will
bfl received (pa>-t, present, or future) es a
result of the operations of the period, and
r>x^f>n^(f la equal to the cash that will be
disbursed (past, present, or future) as a
rp'iilt of the operations of the period.

3. Periodic income determination is essential^'
a process of asset valuation because the value
placed on net assets at the beginning and end
of an accounting period determines the profit
allocated to that period, or conversely the
part of the total profit allocated to periods
determines the value of the assets.

fe. The rate of profit (whether it is assumed to
be equal in ail periods or not) is a rate of
rowth of capital value because it measures

the proportion by which a given asset or group
of assets increases in value during the period
due to operations,

jj. The value of an asset determined by the invested
capital method (adding outlays and allocated
profit) equals its value determined by the
.resent value of net revenues method (dis-
counting net revenues by the same profit-rates
used in allocating profits under the invested
capital method).

6. Income and asset valuation depend on the expected
amount and time distribution of cash movements
which take place primarily in tho future and are
therefore subjective in nature (67, !>. ^52).

This step-by-step development is an aid in understanding

the nature of discounted cash flows.
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Economic Concept

There are many different economic theories of

income. One cannot accurately speak of "the'' economic

theory of income, but one can generalize and speak of

an economic theory of income which is perhaps more

prevalent than other theories. J. H. Hicks is usually

given credit for putting into words the concept of

income as the amount that can be spent during a period

of time and yet leave the entity as well off at the

end of the period as it was at the beginning of the

period:

The purpose of income calculations in practical
affair., is to give people an indication of the
amount which they can consume without impoverishing
them i^Lvps. Folin ring Wit this 14«a, it would seem
that we ought to define a man's income as the maxi-
mum value which he can consume during • weak, and
still expect to be as well off at the end of the

ao he was at the bCfinalftg (77, p. 172).

For purposes of this study, discounted cash

flow i s ijquated to oconoraio tWOWK

«

subjectivity

Discounted cash flow appears too difficult to

measure and too subjective to be used in the valuation

of all assets. Arthur L. Thomas says the discounted

service aporoach 'cannot, even in theory, give a pre-

cise val'ie to individual assets. It may, though, be

able to give a fairly precise value to companies as a

whole, or to entire economies" (78, p. 68). The value

of this concept in accounting may be in the valuation
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of entire enterprises. For example, this concept might

be useful in buying or selling an entire enterprise.

uith current methods of prediction and measure-

ment, it seems that the discounted cash flow concept

is not a likely candidate for a measurement base. Per-

haps new techniques in the future will make the concept

more applicable.

Comparison with other Measurement Bases

The three measurement bases already discussed

are now compared with the discounted cash flow concept.

This is not to discover the best base; it is to compare

each base with a aieasurement of economic income.

Historical Cost

The current use of the historical cost concept

in recognizing revenue would have the same results as

this economic theory only in isolated circumstances.

For example, the two concepts could result in the same

amount of revenue if there are no price-lovel changes

during feh« ooriod and there are comparable inventories

at the beginning and end of the period.

The use of the historical cost concept is not

intended to measure revenue from an oconomic point of

view. lho accountant is not necessarily interested

in the same measure of revenue in whioh the economist

is interested. Both the economic concept and the

accounting concept involve increments in value. The
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main difference is in the timing of the recognition

of such increments. There are also some differences

in emphasis.

For example, the accountant Is usually inter-

ested in the inoo'oe of >^cific entities while the

economist usually is not. "This specific interest of

the accountant makes him more conservative than the

economist faced with the same problem—for example,

the accountant typically hesitates to recognize a

favorable change 'too early' because it may never be

'realized,' and the party to whom the benefit flows

may prematurely demand his share or act on the pre-

sumption that it is his" (31. P. 12).

Current Co^t

The economic concept includes in income

increase, in wealth over time. *5uch increases in

value art? included In income vhether they ere converted

into a liquid form or not.

The currently used realization concept is

further from this economic concept than tho current

cost concepts. A sale or deliverj' is the usual

criterion for recognizing revenue at present. Increases

in value, especially those increases in value duo to

the production of goods, are not recognised under the

realization concept until the sale or del ivory takes

place. rhit> could be far remove] ia time from the
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actual iicrerse In value. Thi 3 incroasa in v*iue

r^f^r 8 t > both value inore^onti due to prod\ic t.ion and

balding gains and losses.

current cost concepts are more similar to

the eoonomio concept than is the realization concept.

The first group of current cost concept 1? (emphasizing

holding gains and losses) comes closer to the economic

concept than the realization concept but not as close

as the second grouo of concepts (emphasizing production

income). The second group of concepts might have prac-

tically the same results as the economic concept.

Differonc*.- s between the concepts would be duo to

difference:; In the wny they are implemented.

Net Realisable falv*

TTie economic concept described in the preceding

paragraphs is similar to the net realizable value con-

cept. The differenc La in the assets to which the

concepts apply. JJet realizable value is bost applied

to certain current assets. The economic concept,

expre'i t*d h* ro as discounted cash flow, applies to the

valuation of all assets and therefore to the increase

in value, income.

Summary

The three major measurement bases in accounting

for financial data are historical cost, current cost,

and net realizable value. A fourth base, which is not
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likely to be acceptable for use in accounting in the

foreseeable future, is discounted cash flow. This is

intended to be an expression of the economic concept

for asset valuation and income measurement.

Discounted cash flow is most applicable to

asset groups such as an ontire enterprise. This eco-

nomic concept cannot be applied with the same degree

of objectivity as the other measurement bases suggested

in the preceding chapters. If discounted cash flow

could be implemented, it would be the ideal measurement

method.



CHAifaR VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Accounting is the measuring of financial data.

Finanoial data is measured in order to meet the needs

of management as well as persons and entities outside

the accounting entity—external users. These external

users include investors, creditors, social control

agencies, labor unions, employees, consumers, and the

general public.

Management uses the information provided by

systems of accounting to aid in making decisions in

three areas: planning, controlling, and evaluating.

Accounting also serves to make management aware of the

need for decisions; this is essential in order for the

"management by exception rule 1
' to apply. These three

areas of managerial interest imply that management is

interested in what has happened in the past (evalua-

tion), what is happening at the present (control), as

well as what is expected to happen in the future

(planning). Accounting serves management's needs in

all three areas; accounting is not confined to record-

ing the past. -.valuation of past events is largely

to aid in controlling and planning.

- 162 -
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The primary accounting statements consisting

of the balance sheet, the income statement, and the

capital statement are used by management, but manage-

ment's needs extend beyond these statements. Manage-

ment needs much more detailed information than is

ordinarily provided in these primary statements. Also,

management requires information much more frequently

than is provided by these primary statements. Manage-

ment may use these primary statements as a starting

point in reviewing the results of financial affairs.

From the primary statements they may go to other

accounting records and statements for more details on

specific points and for more frequent information.

The external users as a group have diversified

interest in the measurement of financial data of an

entity. The published financial statements are the

main source of information to these users, although

some users obtain additional information. Creditors

may receive information according to the contract

between the entity and the creditor as well as addi-

tional information concerning collateral and earning

power. Potential creditors may also ask for informa-

tion more detailed than that appearing on the financial

statements. Governmental agencies have the authority

to require specific types of information. These are

typical examples of external users receiving informa-

tion in addition to that presented in the financial

statements.
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Investors and prospective investors compose

the largest group of users of accounting statements.

Investors are interested in some combination of divi-

dends, appreciation, risk, and diversity. It is not

known exactly how investors use accounting statements

and to what extent financial statements affect their

decisions. It is assumed that investors use account-

ing statements to determine financial position and

results of operations.

internal users (management) and external users

have different needs. Although high levels of manage-

ment may use the primary accounting statements as a

starting point, they desire much more detailed and

more frequently provided information on specific Items.

At lower levels of management even more detail and

more frequently provided data are desirable. The lower

levels of management may have no need for the primary

accounting statements.

•xternal users, faced with decisions which

differ from management's decisions, need essentially

different information. fheso external users are more

interested in results of management's efforts than in

the detailed information needed for managerial deci-

sions in various areas of an organization. Kxternal

users, especially creditors, desire a report on manage-

ment. They are more interested in plans for the future

than in the process of managerial planning. The
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published financial statements are intended to meet

the needs of most external users while they serve the

needs of management to only a small extent.

Although the type and detail of financial data

desired by external and internal users are not the

same, both groups of users are interested in an appro-

priate measurement of financial data. The purpose >f

this paper is to analyse and compare the most prominent

of the laeasuro.uent methods which have been suggested

in the accounting literature. The measurement methods,

or bases, chosen for inclusion are historical cost,

current cost, not realizable value, and discounted c?sh

flow.

Accounting has always been a system of measur-

ing financial data. The idea that measurement theory

applies to accounting is not new, but recent years

have witnessed an increased emphasis on the application

of measurement theory in accounting.

Measurement may be defined as the assignment

of numerals to represent properties of objects or

ovents according to rule. Measurement is sometimes

dofinod more broadly to include the assignment of

numerals to objects or events themselves, This broader

definition includes ;;aro classification within the

sphere of measurement.

A one-to-one relationship must exist between

the quantities of the properties or the objects and the



numb used in teastir b .

Should posses ; :ces

un Lqus A if K as-

d to

of objects in -
.

'

i ray

relations between rs indicate relations between

the objects or propertl >f fch »bJeots.

According to Stevens the lowest seal:, called

ieal , Lav asslf ioation and

Lees net necessarily involve order, distance, or uri in.

4any experts would not consider this as a sea to at ail.

>i Laal seal:, feb a ct -cat.-, implies order and

includes the features >f Lb- no.unai SOOle, Che next

scale, the interval scale, has the features of the

ordinal, scale with an added feature of a meaningful size

of tin. distance between pair* of numb. rs. An interval

soale with a natural ori CJ in is called a ratio sea ,

the highest type of soale. liach scale after the first

grows out of the preceding scale. The application of

.-ach scale is restricted to a more specific area than

the preceding one.

i sr « tir e kinds of measurement . ( [hey

iiavr ao relatleaship with the types of scale.) These

arc fundamental Measurement (which has i anin| three

natural Laws relating various quantities of the construct

to each other), derived aeasureaeat (which has meanin
,

through laws relating the property to other properties),
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and fiat measuremen t (which has meaning by arbitrary

definition).

Measurement theory is essential to accounting

because the purpose of accounting is to measure. .Meas-

urement is concerned with the quantitative aspects of

objects. Accounting is also concerned with quantifica-

tion. Perhaps accounting should also be concerned with

nonquantitative aspects of objects, and perhaps in the

future this will be a significant feature of accounting.

This paper discusses accounting from a quantitative

aspect only. Accounting is sometimes defined even more

narrowly to include quantitative measurement in financial

terms only.

in order for measurement in accounting to take

place, several decisions must be made. The objectives

of the entity is the first factor to determine. The

profit motive i.s usually assumed to be the primary

motive of business entities. Other objectives do exist,

but they are usually subgoals.

Before measurement may take place, the types

of factors which may serve to attain the objectives or

objectives must be determined. The selling of products

and the rendering of services are usually considered

to be the means of obtaining the objectives. Accounting

attempts to measure only the financial and some other

ouantitative aspects of the selling of products and

rendering of services.
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Accounting cannot usually iaoi.;urc incoa; directly.

The formulation of rules has been found necessary in

order to determine "accounting income. " Inconia as

determined by the application of accounting rules my

be considered a surrogate, or substitute, for real

income.

A measuring method and a measuring unit must

bo selected before income and the subgoals may be meas-

ured. This is the basic measurement task of accounting,

the choice of a measurement method is the central theme

of this paper. The measurement unit is the language

of the measurement method. Accounting expresses financial

data In monetary terms, but this involves the problem

of the changing purchasing power of the dollar. Are

measurements to be made in terms of dollars with no

recognition made of the changed purchasing power between

two points in timey

After these decisions concerning objectives and

methods have been made, the measurement process itself

may take place. Analysis of the results and the use

of mea*urem«nt follows the measurement process. The

measurement methods and units should be determined in

li ht of the use expected to be made of the results.

Since the primary f-oal of a cusiness enterprise is to

make a profit, accounting should not only measure the

attainment of the goal but should actually make a

contribution toward reaching that goal.
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The goal of acco'intin^ should be to measure

The rules applied in accounting arrive at a

substitute for value and increases in value. Substitutes

and estimates fail to measuro actual valuo, o amounts

reflected in financial statements amy imply accuracy

which does not exist. Cornpleto accuracy is usually

unnecessary, the degree of accuracy depending upon th*;

purpose for which the measurement is being made.

The user of accounting data should be made aware

of the degree of accuracy reflected in the data. Perhaps

financial statements should indicate the probability

and degree of error inherent in measurement methods used

and the results of the measurement.

Accounting measurement utilizes all four types

of scales of measurement. The classification used in

the chart of accounts i3 an example of the nominal scale.

Ordinal scales are used in statement analysis. The time

dimension is an examplo of the use of Mm interval scale.

The use of dollars is an example of the ratio scale.

The kind of measurement used in accounting is

usually fiat. Most measurement methods such as histor-

ical oost and current cost are examples of measurement

by fiat. Net realizable values and discounted cash

flows aoproach fundamental measurements. Four criteria

are chosen to bo used in discussing and comparing these

four measurement methods. These criteria are relevance

(usefulness), objectivity (veriflability and freedom

from bias), feasibility, and quantifiabili ty

.
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Iliu first MtmrMMt Method i. historical cost

(Chapter 111) which is generally accepted for u;t in

accounting statements. Historical cost (so fti Mod

original cost and transaction price ) la RSI objective

basis far taut Kfeioh is exchanged. Bm use of this neas-

urrfoient method in the accounting rjcordi istpllsfl that

accounting is the a i vocation o£ historical cost.:, sad

revenues to fcne fiscal periods.

There are several concepts so closely related

to historical cost that they are almost inseparable.

One of these is the going concert) concept. IUij.Lii3.ss

enterprises are assumed to hava a continuous life, and

the accounting records are based on this assumption.

This means that liquidation value may be of little

value, ana this is often interpreted as support for the

historical cost concept. An in terpr* tation .-.hich i

less acceptable in current practice is that net realiz-

able values and discounted cash flows would hi. S natural

consequence of the going concern concept.

Another concept related to the historical cost

concept is the time period concept. The use of the

time period makes it necessary to determine iflOSSM and

asset measurements before the enUr^rioO life i~ ever.

Hules must oe made t« cu.aatd the results of operations.

tteali nation is the co;ic »t BSad to determine

wliat revenue is to be r«)Co»ia<.oil aur*.
I

;i time

period. fhe dominant in torpro tation of tho realization
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•MM«pt i fchat ohan^o In I n ' Lte* Wl

flolent objectivity fee mrrnnt recognition in the

accounts. A tela li U '

fc] V of a uf-

floient objectivity and i generally '' — • <-.ed eri-

.1 for ro,-i l tion« Haseta reaaln in *;h^ booka at

bi ; t ->r.lcal cost until realisation li Aoeaad to hav;

taken place.

Hie related oonc^;-t of notching Is u=;ed to

determine Khat expensea r.h mid lodneted fro-: the

roeeajnised rsvenuo, Thoso eeata %'hich wrr^ — ry

to attain the revenue of the period should bt SMtefeed

with tho revjnm.

Another concept directly related to the histor-

ical cost concept is objectivity. Objectivity implies

rarlflability and freedon from blast objectivity is

one of the nost i.-.iportarit advantages of historical coat.

The conservatism concept la also related to his-

torical cost. Historical oost L the <->;t rsonserratiVS

concept of thoso di sen.- sod here.

Of the ooncc;;ti discussed hers, thn >:!•-> -no. t

alaaely related to historical cost is the realization

concept. Suggestions have been cade to use l top

liberal realization concept than is currently accepted.

in cun-Mit practice there ar: several exceptions

to the general rule that a sals la 1 I far reali-

zation. Tn sooo situations jc'i a-. shipbuilding reali-

sation .nay occur during production. Completed ; rcHiiction
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is required in some situations such as mining of metals

and producing agricultural products.

The use of historical cost along with the closely

related realization concept results in some shortcomings

in the financial statements. A reader is likely to be

mislead if he assumes that financial statements reflect

values. In order not to be mislead, the reader must

realize what measurement method is used and the implica-

tions of its use.

Under the historical cost concept, capital gains

and losses are not recorded as they arise. Also, when

capital assets are consumed, capital gains and losses

become part of normal profit. Another major limitation

implicit in the use of historical cost is the failure

to recognize changes in value as production takes place

and as services are rendered.

file use of historical cost may make difficult

the comparing of the accounting statements of a part-

icular entity over a period of time. One reason for

lack of comparability is the use of alternative methods

which arc permissible with the historical cost measure-

ment method. Another major reason for lack of compar-

ability is price-level change. General and specific

price levels do change from period to period and thus

distort the financial picture based on historical cost.

The use of historical cost also results in lack

of uniformity between enterprises. The problems of

alternative methods and price levels are again involved.
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already atloaod. toother criticism of published

financial, statements is that they provide inv stors

with very little information concrnin ,
th: futur .

rhe seoond possibility as to why Investors

and pro olive investors Jo not use published finan-

cial statements in making decisions is that sta r

sourc'b of information nay be Ml l ^ fut. coniary

sources such as investment brokers, financial period-

icals and news reports, and Investment nana ;• rs for
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i titutional inv stars <nr i. >ther sou,

include
, LITidend r cor I

, and da I y I >ok-

market activities. Tl r tfa ;-rc not

;rii/ imply a lack ol >• i icial

stat teats, i . ay j roTlde lifferent typ of infor-

n and it»i t :iff r nt Object!*

iiity as to whj Lnrestora and

prospectIt investors do not use published financial

bat it-, in makin d ci ions is that they nay not

tuffioient knovl I ,
• ef accountin .. A poasible

solution ivouid b; to prepare statements in such a way

that th:y coui . erstood and used by those who

have some ^n^ ,f financial data but who are not

experts in accounting.

rs of financial statements other tian wana

nt and inv ;tor ;
,

n, rally have 1 | ,i d for the

Statements b^cauv they nay aae other sources of infor-

mation. However, they nay be mislead if they rely entirely

on the published financial statements.

An alternative to the historical coat aeaear< -

nt method is current co^t (Chapter IV) which is a

tor>n chos-n to include »iany variations of market value

and replacement cost. variations of current oo^t seam

to fall into one of two types: those which separate

uii anJ La f r n eperating incoin an J

reoognii Laa erne on a production basis. Ih

^ '.i ) ty i might also distinguish holding ^ains and

losses from other Lneome.
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ZnooiM . ms.'I la this ^ludy inean^. both unexpected

J.rcre'i! nts in value ( pur.; pi'ofit) and increments due

to aboTe-iiVor.'icfi deci >ion -Making ability and risk vuking.

anting income also includes interest on cubital.

Jncrorsrr) * in value for any of tats* reasons .
raay bo

con iidorod income whether rfco^niied or not.

Enoom is not ne-cesse.rily ncoyiiied when incro-

Mntl ir vrlue takj i.'Uce, but doter.nina tion of when

incrc:ri<r nts take ;;lece is helpful in deciding when to

recofni?? revenue. XtM business process includes pur-

chasing, i>roiuct ion, holding, and selling, each of which

;uay rive rise t :> value incmraentj. Alternatives to the

historical cost irjeasuremen $ method suggest the recognition

r >!» of these lncro-nentrf aj they tcke place.

Current cost concepts are intended to .ncasure

c'^n;es in ttM specific prices as contrasted with general

priC'j-1 ev* 1 clian^js, (It, is assumed that appropriate

i-";u |1•-•it-- ill be roads for o:?j-i ,:, i.i Mm g*n«ral

pric? l- 11.) Ihl increment measured depends

upon the part\o, ,

. : .• '-'urrent cost concept uatd.

and Bell reuoiunend two current co^t

concepts— roalUclie profit and business profit. Heali-

zab.le profit io coLaposed of realizable operating profit

and realizable oapital gain3. Realizable »p*r*ti«l

profit is the increase in opportunity cost duti to pr«-

duntion Mid Ll Una ttl increment in value duo to pro-

duction. ( Pro hit ti<"i here implies all business activities
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other than wording. ) .{cai.j.zatjly; oapita^. gain fl avc the

gains due co tnc inor -.. la in opportunity cost over time

and baaa baa increment in value due to holding.

^dvards and Jaii'i business profit concept is

composed of current operating profit and raaliaabla

coat savings. Current operating profit is the difference

between current cost before production and current value

after production. {jurrent cost is the cost of acquiring

inputs at tne present time, and current value is the

value actually realised for goods or services sold. I

realizable cost savings is the increase in current ojst

over time. litis concept results in the recognition of

increments in value due to holding wnile the remaining

increments are net recognized until the tlaa of sale,

edwards and Ball would choose business profit as being

the more useful of the t*o concepts.

Spraaaa and .-ioonitz suggest a current cost con-

cept which they call replacement cost. .lithough they

do not make it ciear how replacement cost should be

determined, tne> ,e^m to be suggesting the use of what

ndwards and i>ell calx current cost. Ihis implies that

holding gaina and losses would bu recognized as incurred

but that the recognition of other increments in value

would be postponed until the time of sale.

Other current cost concepts fall into one of

the two categories. lao accretion concept is an example

of those which emphasize production income while
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Horngren's concept (see oa»»e 108) is an exafoU of those

concepts which emphasize holding ?ains and losses.

The separation of increments in valne 1ui to

holding activities from other business aatlvitlai is

a good starting joint in anaiyr.in^ operating r*»r.iUs.

Although it raav not always be possible to determine the

cause of holding gains and losses, they ara at Least

aligned to the period in which th*y aroT> and ar« not

included with other incomo.

Current cost concents emphasising holding gains

and losses have the advsntacp of b^in" closer ta current

practice than the other type of concepts. Th« currant,

cost of inputs can be determined without much cost and

difficulty (feasibility) and objectively determined.

Current cost concepts which aaphaalza pradnetlsa

income are recommended less often than concepts empha-

sizing holding gains and losses. Concepts ewhadring

production income are more theoretically dsslral I

-

because they approximate value more closely. Also, this

concept may be useH to determine both roduction incoane

and holding g»ins end Laasas« but thp difficulty and

expense may make this method l^s-: practical than V <~

other type of conceit .

Historical cost and current cost have b

compared on tho basis of u efoln° is, objectivity, and

fea .ibility. To the extent that economic value is an

accurate indicator of financial ->o^.ltion and inco.ne.
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then current co.it is more useful (relevant) than his-

toric cost. the necessity of chan ;in g from the use of

historic cost to current cost in the financial state-

ments woul'J somewhat limit the usefulness of the

statements until readers became accustomed to the new

measurement method. Complications in the accounti.i

statements in order to reflect current cost rather

than historical cost would perhaps offset to some

extent thu increased usefulness of current cost.

One useful aspect of current cost concepts

which recognise production income is that th, direct

costing controversy would be eliminated. The other

current cost concept would have no effect on the con-

troversy.

fulness and objectivity are not necessarily

in conflict as objectivity may contribute to useful-

ness. The more significance the reader can attach to

financial statements, the more useful they may become

to him, and objectivity may make the statements mor

oi nificant.

) Corical coat is definitely more objretiv

than currnt cost, but Le current cost liave sufficient

objectivity/ in many ecsea current cost does hav.

sufficient objectivity. Nh.cn current co^t can bo

detemin«d with sufficient objectivity to be included

in the financial statements th- n its us Be ms to i»
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Although there are several variations of net

reali/.ablo value (Chapter V), the concept generally

implies recognition of value increases or decreases

as they occur. One variation is expected revenue loss

expected costs of completion and disposal. All profit

is attributable to the buying or producing activity,

and no profit is attributable to the other activities.

Another variation is identical to that suggested

in the preceding paragraph except for a reduction by a

normal income on activities not performed. Still

another variation postpones all operating incoae until

the time of sale. These variations may or may not use

a rate of discount to compute the present value of

future revenues and expenses.

The most logical variation of net realizable

value seems to be discounted estimated sale.-, price

less discounted estimated future expenditures required

for completion and less profit allocated to incompleted

activities. This variation would assign value incre-

ments to the activities performed. The determination

of holding gains and losses from other income is possi-

ble, but it is not usually built into this measurement

method. The net realisable value concept seems to

a,;. 1/ to only inventories, accounts receivable, and

other current assets.

The net realizable value concept is compared

with historical cost on the basis of objectivity,
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ci ,efulne.->s, and feasibility. Historical cost is gen-

erally itioro objective than net roaliiabij value. \'e

t

realisable value has an advanta;;*) over historical cost

because it is a closer approximation to valua, Met

realizable valua is ;ug. o.;ted as a nur.i useful iaoa ;jr--

ment conoopt than historical cost when historical cost

does not closely r*S**bl« value and net reali /.abi j

value can be determined with only a snail probable

decree of error. If net realisable value can B* deter-

mined with a high degree of accuracy and without great

co.it, then the use of tho cone spt would bo feasible.

Not realizable value is compared with current

co,t on the basis of the same criteria. Tho current

cj,t concepts which emphasize holding gains and losses

are generally more objective than net realizable value.

<ot reali/.abie value ki. atr« useful in that it is a

closer approximation of value, but current cost la

useful because it separates holding gains and losses

from other In00— i Currant cost is usually auch easier

to determine than net realisable value and therefore

is more feasible.

The use of the net realizable value concept

iv.,.; substantially the same results as the use of a

current cu.t concept which roco, niz.es income on a

I auction basis. Comparison of the two concepts on

the ba >i of usefulness, objectivity, and feasibility

la of little value.
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Laaoun . f i >w (Ch.iptjr vt) i; the fourth

and 1 B - 1 itMSttT 'l '
i Iho I d '

may b . fco Individual aaaeta or

[ta applloatlon to ;roupa of a • tor rootleal

i. it la difficult to break down rtn n\ r >rl.- 'a cosh

fiow between the various ass'ts. This flow concept is

similar to n t r alizabLo value except that It applies

to ail ass fcs.

Discounted ca.sh Plow i; a good m .i.in.~

i conoinio income ami can tli. r for • bo considered the

ideal m -asur merit method. If discounted oaah fLows

could bv a I nail) d for an aaterprlae then it would

:.\ e most useful. r. ur n at thod. dowev-r, dl -

counted ca.sh flows appear too difficult to m asur

and too subjective to be U8«d in th" valuation of all

aaaet .

f the four Laau

discounted cash flows is t: i.: a f of economic

value. • t. r allaabl< valve La th »ai but

appllea to only a Limited number of assets. The curr a1

cost concept which measures production inc.

closer to being Ideal than th oth: r current cost con-

c pt. Th curr nt cost concept which <mphasizes

holding
.
;ains anJ Loaaea ren'cs next, and historical

cost ranks Laat.
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